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0.0 Executive Summary 

George Mason University faces a serious challenge in meeting its goal of being carbon neutral 

by 2050. One critical component of doing so would be moving away from grid-supplied 

electricity and towards renewable energy generation. To that end, the University’s options for a 

solar energy installation were modeled and a utility vs. cost analysis done to determine if any 

were financially feasible, and if so, which option was the best. It was determined that solar 

energy generation is a reasonable approach at this time, and that the ideal options were off-site 

solar farms with contracted power purchase agreements (PPAs), perhaps with some additional 

on-campus generation for public relations value. 

0.1 Problem Context 

Global warming is a very serious concern. According to NASA's climate change evidence, 

atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) levels are at over 400 parts per million, despite never having 

passed the 300 parts per million mark in the last 400,000 years (NASA 2018). This is leading to 

rising temperatures, melting polar ice, rising sea levels, and increasingly more volatile weather 

patterns. Fossil fuel-sourced electricity accounts for 35% of U.S. CO2 emissions and 29% of total 

greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions (EPA 2017), and reducing usage is becoming an increasingly 

vital social problem. As such, Universities around the country are facing pressure to be leaders 

on this issue. Our pilot site, George Mason University (GMU), is a perfect example of this. The 

Fairfax, Virginia campus uses a great deal of grid-supplied electricity (around 93 million kWh in 

2016), is using steadily more as the University expands (that number is up 26 million kWh in the 

last decade), and yet the University has pledged to become carbon neutral by 2050 (GMU Office 

of Sustainability 2018). The following chart shows CO2 emissions from GMU’s historical 

electricity demand, and linear projections of their demand and a path to compliance with that 

goal. The highlighted gap between these projections is where this project comes in. GMU (and 

similar Universities around the country) needs a way to begin closing the separation between 

their goals and their reality. 
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Figure 0.1. GMU Energy Projections. Data courtesy GMU Energy Department 

Beyond just social pressure, there is an increasing likelihood of regulatory pressure as well, at 

both the state and federal level. As of 2015 goals were in place to increase renewable energy 

usage by Virginia state government buildings (Virginia Governor’s Office 2015) and plans are in 

place to join the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative that spans the northeast, implementing a 

carbon cap in the state (Siciliano 2017). At the same time, many companies in the US are already 

using carbon tax forecasts in their planning and risk assessments in preparation for federal 

regulation (The Economist 2013). A federal carbon tax (a direct tax on every ton of carbon 

emitted into the environment) would have an immediate impact on electricity prices around the 

country. Current EPA estimates put the social cost of carbon (a likely figure to base such a tax 

on) at $42 per metric ton (EPA 2016). 

One of the most promising and widely adopted approaches to reducing a carbon footprint is the 

integration of solar power. According to Bloomberg New Energy Finance, solar prices have 

dropped 62% since 2009, and reductions are projected to continue until at least 2040 

(Shankleman & Martin 2017). Microsoft (Microsoft 2018), Amazon (Darrow 2016), and the 

University of Virginia (Kelly 2017) all have large-scale solar projects in the state. Solar energy 

can either be installed directly at campus facilities and used to power them directly, or at an off-

site solar farm and used to offset the power used on campus through a power purchase agreement 

(PPA). In a PPA the University would contract with a third-party contractor to build and operate 

a solar farm. GMU would pay the contractor a set rate for the power and renewable energy 
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certificates (RECs) and would receive the return from selling the power on the wholesale market. 

GMU would still receive their power from the grid, but for accounting purposes it would be 

offset by the RECs. 

One potential complication to the project is the University’s relationship with Dominion. As a 

regulated electric monopoly, Dominion has near-complete control over electricity generation in 

the state of Virginia, and they have at times been a hindrance to solar development in the state 

(Main 2011), though this has turned around somewhat in recent years. As well, the University 

currently receives very favorable electricity rates of around $0.06/kWh, significantly below both 

state and nationwide averages at commercial or industrial sites (Electricity Local 2018). This is 

likely due to the large and steady demand the campus has throughout both the day and night. 

Should a significant portion of that daytime demand be shunted away in favor of solar, the 

University could go from being a highly desirable customer to another contributor to the “duck 

curve” (Jones-Albertus 2017) problem, requiring far more power when the sun isn’t shining than 

when it is. This could in turn jeopardize that favorable electricity rate and turn a project with 

good intentions into a budget disaster. The specifics of the University’s relationship with 

Dominion are outside the scope of this project, but it is necessary to keep potential implications 

in mind. 

Finally, one increasingly important technology this project did not consider was energy storage. 

While battery storage is approaching financial viability in some implementations, it still 

represents a significant cost unless your energy supplier rates vary significantly by time of day or 

a site is over-generating its demand. Our generation figures are nowhere near overtaking the 

campus’ demand, and the specifics of the University’s energy contract are not available to us. 

That said, solar generation occurs exclusively during the daylight hours, which are already 

typically more expensive than any time but early evening. We will simply note here that if the 

time of energy generation becomes a significant sticking point with Dominion, the use of 

batteries to shift usage out of daylight hours might be a solution. 

0.2 Problem Statement 

George Mason University (GMU) spends $10 million annually on energy (GMU Office of 

Sustainability 2017a) and emits around 100,000 metric tons of CO2 equivalent gases per year 

(STARS 2017). Without intervention these numbers are only likely to increase as the University 

continues to expand. At a $42 per metric ton valuation this represents roughly $4.2 million 

annually in both environmental damage and potential tax liability. With a commitment to 

become climate neutral by 2050 (GMU Office of Sustainability 2017b), GMU has been reducing 

energy consumption by integrating green technologies into their buildings, but there are 

limitations on the total impact this approach can have. While a study conducted in 2011 found a 

solar power system was not cost effective at GMU (Wiley|Wilson 2011), solar power costs have 
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been declining rapidly and it has been one of the fastest-growing sources of non-utility energy 

generation since that time. 

0.3 Concept of Operations 

To combat this problem, we believe there is a need to reduce GMU’s dependence on carbon-

based fuels for its energy. To this end, this project has determined the viability, both 

operationally and financially, of bringing a solar energy system to the University. Solar energy 

systems operate on a relatively straightforward process, using photovoltaic panels to convert 

solar radiation into direct current electricity, power inverters to convert that output into 

alternating current, and then transmitting that power either directly to campus facilities or back 

into the utility grid for utilization elsewhere. That said, there are a variety of options as to where 

and how to place the system, both on and off University land. The main considerations behind 

which of these options to include are the amount of power they’re capable of producing, and thus 

the amount of greenhouse gas emissions they reduce, how visible the project is for University 

public relations purposes, and of course the cost. 

The first and simplest of these options is to place solar panels in their traditional place atop 

rooftops on campus. For a rooftop to be an ideal candidate for solar panels it must be relatively 

unshaded – whether from other rooftops, tall trees, or structures on the rooftop itself – and it 

must have an opportunity for south or southwest facing panels (Fares 2014). Our survey of the 

campus identified 13 such buildings on campus, identified in Table 0.1. 

Table 0.1. Potential Rooftop Solar Sites 

Alan and Sally Merten Hall Aquia Building Blue Ridge Hall 

Center for the Arts / Concert Hall EagleBank Arena Hampton Roads Hall 

Johnson Center Northern Neck Hall Piedmont Hall 

Recreation and Athletic Complex Sandbridge Hall Student Union Building I 

(SUB I) 

Tidewater Hall     

The second approach is to erect solar canopies over parking lots and garages. These elevated 

steel structures both turn unused aerial real estate into solar power generation and provide shade 
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to vehicles underneath. They are also highly visible and typically located in prime locations for 

visitors to the campus to take note of them. The tradeoff is the added expense of erecting the 

large steel support structures. Parking lots A, C, I, J, K, L, M, O, P, R, and the West Campus lot 

were all considered for solar canopies, as well as the three garages Mason Pond, Rappahannock, 

and Shenandoah. 

Finally, we considered off-campus solar farm installations. In this case no generation occurs at 

GMU itself, but instead on land purchased in a nearby but less expensive location (such as in 

western Loudoun, Prince William, or Fauquier counties). A third-party solar developer would 

then be leased the land to develop a large ground-mounted solar farm, and a PPA would be 

contracted between them and GMU for the energy. This option would allow for the greatest 

potential generation of electricity, and the scale also means it would likely be the most efficient 

option as well. That said, all value from visible solar efforts are lost, since none of the panels are 

actually on campus. 

Any or all of the sites utilizing these approaches can be combined to form an ideal solar 

approach for the campus. Our analysis determined which combinations make the most sense, 

under what conditions those combinations are best, and whether they make sense financially. 

0.4 Method of Analysis 

0.4.1 Site Generation Modeling 

The first step in our analysis process is determining how much energy each site is capable of 

generating. To facilitate this, we chose to use the National Renewable Energy Labs’ System 

Advisor Model (SAM), a computer model developed for exactly that purpose. The first step in 

using SAM is to develop a 3D model of the site and layout you desire. The included modeler 

allows you to import an image from Bing Maps and build your model on top of that, 

automatically identifying the correct scale. An example model is shown in Figure 0.2 below. 
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Figure 0.2: SAM 3D model of GMU’s parking lot R, aerial (left) and 3D (right) views 

This 3D model is used to determine the amount of solar radiation that will strike the panels given 

their orientation and potential shading from surrounding objects and each other. Otherwise, SAM 

needs to know the manufacturer/model of panels and inverters used, as well as counts of each. 

We accomplished this by first drawing the subarrays onto the 3D models as appropriate, then 

determining how many panels would fit on them and adjusting slightly as necessary. Inverter 

calculations were accomplished in SAM directly, adjusting DC to AC ratios to approximately 1.2 

to start (Grana 2016), and testing in simulation to see if further adjustments from there were 

appropriate. 

From there the model was run, outputting monthly generation figures for the 25-year expected 

life of the system, as well as detailed analysis of where losses and shading occurred. In testing 

against real world data, SAM models have been shown to have approximately 99% accuracy on 

an annual basis (Blair, Dobos & Sather 2012) the figure we’ll make use of in our analysis. 

0.4.2 Power Demand Simulation 

Since SAM’s output is only broken down monthly, we needed some way to determine how our 

solar generation would fit into GMU’s electricity demand on a day-to-day basis. For this, we 

decided to code our own stochastic simulation program in Java. The simulation takes the 

monthly generation figures from SAM and, combined with our projections from GMU’s 

historical power usage, translates them into a dataset of hourly demand and generation figures 

for analysis in R. A series of distributions were needed to make this possible. 
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We had detailed data on monthly usage by the campus over a 12-year period, so determining 

how our annual usage projections should be broken down monthly was fairly simple. The 

campus uses the least electricity during winter break when the fewest people are on campus, and 

the most during the summer months when air conditioning usage is highest. More complicated 

was the hour-by-hour analysis. We received a dataset of kW-peak demand figures for an entire 

year broken down in half-hour increments. These were not in the same kWh usage units we used 

for most of our analysis, but on such small timescales we decided the assumption that 

percentages would be similar was reasonable. Figure 0.3 shows how we broke down this data. 

 

Figure 0.3. Peak demand and standard deviation of peak demand by time of day 

From this we fit normal distributions to each hour’s demand based on the percentage and 

variance of the total day’s demand used. 

Modeling generation was significantly more complicated, since it deals with the chaotic factor of 

weather. Using solar radiation data collected at Manassass Regional Airport (NSRDB 2010), we 

were unable to find an ideal model that would generalize. We settled on using a pair of 

distributions for two distinct cases of weather: clear and not-clear. When the weather was 

roughly clear, solar radiation figures clustered near seasonal maximums, and otherwise were 

widely varying lower values. Truncated normal distributions were settled on as appropriate, 

treating clear weather as a high average, low variance case, and not-clear weather as low-

average, high variance. These distributions, summarized in Table 0.2, were fit to the Manassas 

solar radiation data. Clear weather rates were individually determined for each month. 
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Table 0.2. Distributions and Equations for Solar Power Generation 

Clear Weather 

(Truncated Normal) 

µ = 85% of max generation 

σ = 7% of max generation 

min = 75% of max 

max = 100% of max 

Not-clear Weather 

(Truncated Normal) 

µ = 30% of max generation 

σ = 20% of max generation 

min = 10% of max 

max = 75% of max 

Max Generation 

 

To determine average generation by hour, we started with our month’s projection from SAM and 

divided by the number of days in that month to get a per day projection. This was then multiplied 

by a percentage calculated from the Manassass datasets of when during the day solar radiation is 

reaching the earth, determined for every hour of the day in each month of the year. 

The clear limitation to our weather model is the lack of correlation between one determination 

and the next. Weather is in fact highly correlated (if it’s raining right now, it’s much more likely 

to be raining in an hour than it would be in a given random hour), and this represents a potential 

future area of improvement to the model. As it stands, the model is very good for analyzing time-

of-day considerations and variances, but can not be relied upon for day-to-day results. Given the 

degree of effort involved in a more sophisticated model, this was deemed an acceptable trade off. 

These models, combined with our projection of GMU’s demand over the next 25 years (plans for 

expansion into West Campus properties are already late-stage) and our assumed panel 

degradation figure of 1% per year (conservative given today’s technology, but appropriate) allow 

our simulation to generate datasets of hourly demand and generation figures for each proposed 

alternative. These are output into a comma-separated value (CSV) file for analysis in R. 

0.4.3 Cost Model 

For our cost model, we again turned to the National Renewable Energy Lab, relying heavily on 

their 2017 System Cost Benchmark report (Fu et al. 2017). Their installation model includes 
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costs for panels, inverters, balance of system, installation labor / equipment, engineering / 

construction, permitting, taxes, developer costs, and a small contingency. This is outlined in 

Figure 0.4. 

 

Figure 0.4. Commercial Solar System Costs (Fu et al. 2017) 

Similar figures exist for the utility-scale installations used in our solar farm alternatives. Several 

adjustments were made to deal with the specifics of GMU’s situation. First, the modest 

contingency included here was increased to closer to 25%, both to provide actual contingency 

funds, and to cover the added cost of building the system in Virginia (and particularly Northern 

Virginia) as opposed to friendlier solar locations like California or Texas. Second, for our solar 

carport options, an additional $0.50 / Watt DC was added in to cover the cost of the overhead 

frames and installation (Thurston 2015). Annual costs for operation, maintenance, and equipment 

failure / replacement were sourced from the same NREL report. 

For the cost of electricity, we determined two different approaches and averaged them together. 

The first was a simple projection based on the growth in the cost of electricity over the historical 

data set we have from GMU. The second was based on the reference projections put out by the 

EIA which project that energy prices will soon level off due to the emergence of natural gas and 

cheaper renewables (EIA 2018:81). We felt both approaches had merit and decided to use an 

average of the two. These and other potential cost scenarios are addressed in our sensitivity 

analysis. 

Finally, for the solar farm options, we determined that using a PPA price of $0.042/kwh, a figure 

on the high end of NREL’s reporting, was appropriate (Cole et al 2018:24). For Locational 
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Marginal Pricing (LMP) that dictates the wholesale market price the University will receive in 

return, we began at $0.036 based on data from PJM, the regional transmission organization in 

charge of the local energy market (PJM 2017). This was then scaled by the same factors as the 

grid electricity price. 

0.4.4 Utility Analysis 

For comparison purposes, we chose to do a utility vs. cost analysis of our selected alternatives. 

We settled on a simple utility function to capture the two primary goals of the system: emissions 

reduction and public relations. Emissions reduction is calculated by multiplying the total kWh of 

grid power usage by a scalar factor of  metric tons CO2 / kWh (EPA 2018) and normalizing the 

totals to a 0-1 scale. Public relations are a bit more complicated and will be measured on a ten-

point subjective scale. Each individual site was rated on a five-point scale for how visible the 

panels were, how much traffic the site received, particularly from visitors to the campus, and 

how valuable solar at the site would be for integration into University marketing materials. These 

ratings were then used as guides to determine the overall ten-point rating of the various 

combinations of sites tested. All of this was purely subjective, accomplished democratically 

amongst our team. These two factors will initially be weighted evenly, with the weights swung 

during sensitivity analysis to determine how it impacts the recommendation. Specifics of the 

calculation are shown in Figure 0.5. 

 

Figure 0.5. Utility Function for Comparing Solar Power System Alternatives 

0.5 Results 

For full details of the results of our modeling efforts, see our full report, as they are too extensive 

for this format. Installed cost/kWh of the on-campus options ranged from $0.068/kWh for Alan 

and Sally Merten Hall to $0.112/kWh for the Rappahannock Parking Deck, with other values 

spread fairly evenly between those extremes. One unfortunate observation is the clear correlation 

between the amount of generation and increased cost, as the cost of the elevated solar carports 

factored in. From these preliminary results, we built our alternative groupings for analysis. We 

started with the on-campus options, setting up 3 groupings based on cost/kWh efficiency, a small 

group of only the most efficient (<$0.085/kWh), a larger with medium efficiency 

(<$0.095/kWh), and the full group of all proposed on-campus sites (up to $0.112/kWh). We also 

proposed two groupings based purely on visibility, one small and one of a larger size. Finally, 

there are the two different solar farms, as well as a final group with the largest solar farm 

combined with the small visibility group, attempting to capture the best of both worlds. Next, we 

simulated each of these groupings in our power demand simulation. The results of this did not in 
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the end weigh heavily in our recommendations, so we won’t dwell on them here, but an example 

of the type of analysis they enabled is presented in Figure 0.6. 

 

Figure 0.6. Mean energy replacement by the All On-Campus grouping over different time 

periods 

One of the primary motivations for this simulation was concern over how solar generation might 

impact a facility’s relationship with their energy provider. As shown on the far left above, in the 

early portion of this proposed grouping’s lifecycle it would have a very significant impact on the 

shape of the University’s energy demand, potentially reducing its attractiveness to Dominion. 

This could in turn jeopardize the roughly $0.06 per kWh rate the University receives for grid 

power, a potentially disastrous unintended consequence. As we will get to later, none of our 

recommendations suffered from this, but it is something we believe must be kept in mind with 

projects like this. 

Finally, we completed our NPV and utility calculations. Presented in Table 0.3 are the results of 

our analysis and following that our cost vs. utility graph. 
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Table 0.3. Summary of Results 

Grouping 25-Year 

Power Gen. 

25-Year GHG 

Reduction 

% GHG 

Reduction 

Visibility 

Rating 

Utility 

Score 

25-Year NPV % Cost 

Increase * 

All On-Campus 535 GWh 400 kilotons CO2e 15.3% 10 0.889 -$28,300,000 14.9% 

120 Acre Farm & 

Small Vis. 

704 GWh 520 kilotons CO2e 20.2% 6 0.800 -$5,300,000 2.8% 

Med. Efficiency 361 GWh 270 kilotons CO2e 10.4% 8 0.585 -$7,300,000 8.8% 

Large Visibility 281 GWh 210 kilotons CO2e 8.0% 7 0.554 -$15,800,000 8.3% 

120 Acre Farm 621 GWh 460 kilotons CO2e 17.8% 1 0.501 -$1,100,000 0.6% 

Small Visibility 83 GWh 60 kilotons CO2e 2.4% 5 0.299 -$4,100,000 2.2% 

60 Acre Farm 312 GWh 230 kilotons CO2e 8.9% 1 0.277 -$600,000 0.3% 

High Efficiency 56 GWh 40 kilotons CO2e 1.6% 3 0.190 -$1,700,000 0.9% 

Do Nothing 0 GWh 0 kilotons CO2e 0.0% 0 0.000 $0 0.0% 

*To calculate % Cost Increase we ran the same 25-Year NPV calculation on the cost of 

purchasing grid electricity at our projected demand levels. This column shows the percentage 

decrease in NPV caused by each alternative vs. the Do Nothing option. 
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Figure 0.7. Utility vs. Cost Graph 

As can be seen, the pareto frontier of our analysis highlights almost exclusively the solar farm 

options. While the full on-campus grouping carries a slightly higher utility, the cost penalty 

attached to those gains is unacceptable. From these results, we feel that the ideal approach for 

GMU almost certainly involves an off-campus solar farm. The 120 acre farm, for example, is 

capable of reducing the campus’ projected 25-year emissions by close to 18%, at only a 0.6% 

increase to energy costs. Given the importance of these reductions, we believe that this is a more 

than acceptable cost. Finally, the 120 acre farm combined with the small visibility on-campus 

grouping provides nearly our maximum utility for less than a 3% increase in projected energy 

costs. 

0.6 Sensitivity Analysis 

We undertook two major forms of sensitivity analysis, first measuring the potential impact of 

changing factors on our NPV analysis, and second observing how utilizing alternate weights in 

our utility function would impact our recommendation. For the first we varied a variety of 

system cost factors by margins our research indicated had reasonable potential to be observed in 

the near future. 
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Figure 0.8: NPV Sensitivity Analysis 

By far the factor our results are most sensitive to is the cost of grid electricity. This study, on the 

Medium Efficiency grouping, indicated that a $42 carbon tax (leading to a roughly $0.021/kWh 

increase - Marron, Toder & Austin 2015:3) would immediately bring the system into a similar 

cost range the solar farms currently sit in, and a slightly larger $0.025/kWh increase would make 

the system cost neutral. While other factors had significant impact, it would take a concerted 

drop across all of them to match the potential influence the electricity rate could exert. 

 

Figure 0.9. Utility Sensitivity Analysis 

Our utility sensitivity analysis indicated largely what we expected it would: the more weight 

placed on visibility the stronger the on-campus options perform, and the more weight on 

reducing GHG emissions means the stronger the solar farm approaches appear. 
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0.7 Conclusion 

Following our analysis, we believe that utility-scale solar power generation is a viable, bordering 

on necessary, approach that the University should take to reduce its impact on the environment. 

For a minimal increase in projected energy costs the University could significantly offset its 

GHG emissions while at the same time gaining valuable insurance against the potential of 

dramatic cost increases for grid electricity. Our modeled 120 acre solar farm represents one 

potential approach, but smaller, larger, or even multiple solar farms would provide scalable 

impact. Further testing showed that even a 600 acre farm, capable of offsetting the University’s 

entire emissions portfolio (not just from electricity), would increase projected energy costs by 

only 3%. Developing a solar farm quickly, while the full impact of the Investment Tax Credit 

(ITC) can still be felt, is the strongest recommendation we have coming out of this project. 

Alongside this, if the public relations and educational impact of on-campus solar panels is 

deemed to hold significant value, putting solar panels on EagleBank Arena and parking lot K 

allows for a high degree of visibility at a fairly reasonable cost. 

Finally, while we do not believe the cost of widespread solar installations on campus is currently 

justified, we note that this is by no means guaranteed to remain true. The potential for a carbon 

tax to be implemented, at either the state or federal level, is very real, and that is hardly the only 

threat to the current energy environment. Global politics, conflicts, or environmental disasters 

could all conspire to potentially change the landscape from that analyzed here. Given that, we 

also recommend that the University take steps to prepare itself for a future where on-campus 

power generation does make sense, and develop at least rudimentary plans for how that would 

change their approach going forward. Even with enough solar farm output to offset 100% of 

campus emissions, there could still exist both environmental and financial benefit from reducing 

the University’s reliance on the grid. 
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1.0 Introduction 

University campuses are huge influences in their communities and can often set examples on 

important issues. In Fairfax, George Mason University holds influence and strives to enrich the 

community. Many universities have begun to move to sustainable practices in order to reduce 

their carbon footprint. Because Mason is a large campus with many commuters, it emits large 

amounts of greenhouse gases. 28% of the campus’ GHG are from transportation of the students, 

faculty, and staff members (Facilities Management GMU). Since the campus cannot enforce 

changes to transportation options, the university seeks solutions elsewhere. At GMU the 

buildings produce 40% of the campus GHG (Facilities Management GMU). Because this is an 

aspect that the campus can control, the university has adopted technologies and practices to 

reduce their carbon footprint such as upgrading equipment, and installing automation systems to 

match weather and occupancy schedules. 

In addition to making an effort to reduce the university's carbon footprint, the university 

recognizes climate change as “one of the biggest environmental threats the planet has ever seen” 

(GMU Office of Sustainability). In light of this, in 2007 GMU’s president signed a commitment 

to make George Mason carbon neutral by 2050 (Facilities Management GMU). Since then the 

University has been producing reports in order to track its progress with climate neutrality. The 

rest of this paper will provide insight to the current problem GMU faces, the belief that GMU 

will not meet their goals by the designated time, and proposed solutions for this problem. This 

project developed a model of the GMU facility and evaluated several different approaches for the 

use of rooftop and parking area surfaces for the installation of a solar power generation system. 
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2.0 Context Analysis 

This section contains our research into the various factors surrounding this project. This includes 

climate considerations, both local and global, the influence of outside entities on the project, the 

circumstances at GMU making the project necessary, and the technical details of photovoltaic 

solar power generation systems. 

2.1 Climate 

2.1.1 Climate Change 

Greenhouse gases (GHG) are gases that trap heat in the Earth’s atmosphere. Carbon dioxide is a 

primary GHG that is raised through human activities. CO
2
 recently accounted for 82.2% of all 

GHG. The main sources of CO
2
 comes from the use of fossil fuels. Fossil fuel-sourced electricity 

accounts for 35% of the total U.S. CO
2
 emissions and 29% of the GHG emissions, with the other 

areas being transportation and industry (EPA 2017a). According to NASA’s climate change 

evidence, for years the CO
2
 levels have been in a constant wave, however, the carbon usage has 

since broken out of the cycle and been increasing drastically.  

 

 

Figure 2.1: Historic Atmospheric CO
2
 Levels (NASA 2017)  

As we have filled our atmosphere with greenhouse gases, we have seen a continual rise in gloabl 

average temperatures. 
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Figure 2.2: Global Temperature Change (NASA 2017) 

These rising temperatures have lead to melting polar ice caps, rising sea levels, and increasingly 

catastrophic weather conditions, problems that will only get worse as humanity continues its 

destructive behavior. The sooner we begin making changes, the more likely the damage is likely 

to be reversible. 

2.1.2 GMU Greenhouse Gas Emissions    

One of the ways to measure the impact of GMU’s CO
2
 emissions is to calculate equivalencies to 

better visualize the impact such a large campus has on the environment. Using the EPA 

Greenhouse gasses calculator (EPA 2017b), some GHG equivalencies were calculated for each 

individual year (2010 through 2016) due to GMU’s annual energy demand. All data comes from 

the GMU Facilities Management office. 
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Table 2.1: GMU Annual Greenhouse Gas Emissions 

 KWH /Year Vehicles driven /Year Miles Driven Tons of Waste 

2010 85,422,960 13,613 155,816,713 22,151 

2011 86,709,538 13818 158,163,510 22,485 

2012 88,935,000 14,173 162,222,889 23,062 

2013 88,704,000 14,136 161,801,531 23,002 

2014 89,369,000 14,242 163,014,532 23,174 

2015 92,176,000 14,689 168,134,672 23,902 

2016 92,725,035 14,777 169,136,146 24,044 

 

2.1.3 Typical Weather in Virginia 

The climate in Virginia is typically humid and subtropical with an average annual precipitation 

of 42.7 inches. Recently, the southern suburban area of Northern Virginia has a lot of urban heat 

with absorption of solar radiation in more densely populated areas (Solar Energy Local 2017). 

Last year (the year 2016) was one of the driest years in Northern Virginia history. With the 

annual average temperature being 60.4 Fahrenheit, 2016 had the second highest average annual 

temperature since 1941 (Solar Energy Local, 2017). 

The average sun days in the Richmond area is about 4.82 (kWh/m2/day). This is about 29% 

greater than the average of historically low radiation levels 3.73 (kWh/m2/day). This is also 

about 27% lower than the historically high levels at 6.6 (kWh/m2/day) (Solar Energy Local 

2017). 
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Figure 2.3: Monthly Solar Radiation Values (Solar Energy Local 2017) 

 

2.2 Government / Industry Influence 

2.2.1 Federal Government Influence 

Under President Obama, there were goals for the government to be a leading example for 

renewable power purchases. The White House's goal for sustainability was 30% energy from 

renewable energy sources by 2025. In 2015, 9% of the federal government's electricity comes 

from renewable energy sources, one of them being solar. GHG from federal facilities were 

reduced 17% since 2008 (DOE 2016). As well, in 2015 an order was signed to: 

● Ensure 25% of federal total energy (electric and thermal) consumption is from clean 

energy sources by 2025. 

●  Reduce energy use in Federal buildings by 2.5% per year between 2015 and 2025. 

●  Reduce per-mile GHG emissions from Federal fleets by 30% from 2014 levels by 

2025, and increase the percentage of zero emission and plug in hybrid vehicles in Federal 

fleets. 

●   Reduce water intensity in Federal buildings by 2% per year through 2025. 

Finally, the Business Energy Investment Tax Credit was expanded and extended as will be 

outlined in the proceeding section. 

2.2.2 Government Incentives 

The Business Energy Investment Tax Credit (ITC) has, since 2009, allowed for a 30% tax credit 

for businesses and companies that invest in renewable energy sources. It is in the process of 

being phased down, and the percent of investment allowed to be taken as credit is expected to 

drop to approximately 26% in 2020 and 22% in 2021, then finally decrease and remain at 10% in 

2022 (DOE 2017a). GMU, as a tax-exempt entity, is ineligible to take advantage of the ITC, 
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however the incentives can still be felt in certain circumstances when partnering with third party 

contractors, who are able to take the credit. 

The most payback from solar systems are obtained through the use of PPAs, as the private 

developer contracted to build, run, and maintain the solar installation can themselves claim the 

credit. A PPA allows Universities and other customers to get their energy from renewable 

sources at a cheaper rate. 

Other potential incentives are mostly limited to financing guarantees and incentives (DSIRE 

2017). While there is potential for the University to take advantage of these, the University’s 

specific financial needs are outside the scope of our project. 

 

2.2.3 Virginia State Government Influence          

Virginia, particularly under the leadership of Governor McAuliffe, has expressed a great interest 

in the fight against global warming. Many regulations have been enforced for the reduction of 

carbon emissions from Virginia. In December 2015 the Governor set a goal that 8% of the power 

used by state government building be derived from renewable sources (Virginia Governor’s 

Office 2015). Also established in 2015, the Virginia Solar Energy and Energy Storage Authority 

(VSEESA) discussed further actions that the state can take to get them toward their goal. In May 

2017, there were 11 different bills signed into law all aimed at encouraging growth of renewable 

energy sources (Virginia’s Legislative Information Service 2017). The Virginia 2014 energy plan 

established a few directions for increasing energy efficiency in the state. According to the Solar 

Energy Industries Association, Virginia increased its total renewable energy capacity from 14 

MW at the end of 2014 to 22 MW at the end of 2015 (SEIA 2017). Based on the projects 

announced to date, Virginia will likely have more than 200 MW of solar online by the end of 

2016, with more projects in the queue for 2017. As well, McAuliffe signed an executive directive 

calling for legislation to put in place a carbon cap in May of 2017 (Virginia Governor’s Office 

2017). The Governor's plan for increased renewable energy is broken down as such:  

 

1.  Accelerate development of renewables in Virginia 

a.   Work to ensure a diversity of electricity generation fuel mixes 

b.  Establish a Virginia Solar Energy Development Authority 

c.  Encourage community solar programs by allowing subscription participations 

2.  Increase Energy Efficiency 
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a.   Establish a board on energy efficiency to reduce consumption 10% by 2020 

b.  Reduce energy use in state run facilities by 15% by 2017 

 

2.2.4 Cost of Carbon / Carbon Tax 

Carbon emissions are a major contributing factor to global warming. One measure used to 

quantify their impact on the environment is the social cost of carbon. Estimated at $42 per metric 

ton in 2020 (EPA 2016), the social cost of carbon is an estimate of the dollar value of the damage 

done by emitting a metric ton of carbon into the Earth’s atmosphere. Based off of this concept, 

one potential measure used by the government to fight global warming could be the 

implementation of a carbon tax at this value, charging power consumers for the damage they are 

doing. Should this become a reality in Virginia, the implications would be severe for the 

University, and it will only get worse as the University continues its efforts to grow and expand. 

Examples of Countries that have already implemented a carbon tax include:  

● International carbon price (US Dollars/tons CO2):  

● Sweden Carbon Tax: $130 

● Finland Carbon Tax: $64 (transport fuels), $48 (heating fuels) 

● Switzerland Carbon Tax: $62 

● UK Carbon Tax: $26 

● France Carbon Tax: $16 

● China Pilot ETS: $2-$7 

● Japan Carbon Tax: $2 

● Mexico, Poland Carbon Tax: <$1 

 

One prominent estimate, developed by an interagency working group of the United States 

government, is that carbon dioxide emissions impose social costs of about $40 per metric ton 

(US Interagency Working Group on Social Costs of Carbon 2015). A tax of $40 per ton would 

add about about 2 cents to the average price of a kilowatt-hour of electricity (Marron, Toder, and 

Austin 2015). GMU’s current electricity price is roughly $0.06 / kWh, which after a carbon tax 

was implemented could increase to around $0.08 / kWh. As shown below, an increase of 

$0.02/kWh would represent an additional $2.25 million dollars on top of GMU’s current annual 

energy bill, or more than $70 million over 25 years. 
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Figure 2.4:The Impact of a Carbon Tax on GMU’s Energy Costs                                                   

2.2.5 Solar Power Purchase Agreement (PPA)  

Solar power purchase agreements are financial agreements between a customer and a third party 

where the customer owns the land that the solar system is established on and the third party owns 

and operates the actual system (Penndorf 2018). The contract between them stipulates the range 

of acceptable energy generation as well as the rate the customer will pay for the energy. In a 

virtual PPA, the typical setup of an off-site solar system, the energy that the system generates is 

purchased by the customer at the contracted rate, and then sold on the wholesale market to the 

regional power pool, in GMU’s case operated by PJM. The customer then receives the proceeds 

from that sale. The final cost to the customer is the difference between the contracted rate and the 

wholesale cost, and it is assumed that at some point over the life of the system that rising energy 

costs will transition that loss into a return. In a virtual PPA the customer continues drawing their 

on-site power from the grid, but they receive Renewable Energy Certificates that, for accounting 

purposes, allow them to offset that grid usage. The process is outlined in the figure below. 
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Figure 2.5: Structure of a Virtual PPA. Original Chart Courtesy 3Degrees, Inc. 

There are a variety of benefits to this structure. First, utility scale solar such as an off-site system 

allows is far more efficient than on-site can typically manage. The panels are aligned perfectly 

for the area, no shading concerns are present, and the inverter setup is optimal. As well, 

operation and maintenance costs are minimized. In GMU’s and other non-taxed entities cases, it 

also allows them to take advantage of the Investment Tax Credit (ITC), since the contractor’s 

costs are significantly reduced compared to what GMU would incur directly. Finally, it reduces 

the burden of an up-front installation cost, spreading the system’s costs out over the life of the 

system. 

On-site physical PPAs are also possible, and could reduce the cost to GMU of on-campus solar 

panels, depending on the trade-off between ITC gains and the contractor’s need to make a profit. 

In conversation with local contractors, there was interest, particularly in the rooftop installations 

such as at EagleBank Arena. That said, the spread-out nature of the project, over a variety of 

buildings, inhibited our ability to get hard estimates on cost. We were not in a position to have 

professional site surveys done or solicit project estimates from contractors. 
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2.2.6 Dominion Energy 

Dominion has a regulated monopoly on the generation of power in Virginia and in the past often 

halted third party solar projects on the basis of that (Pierobon 2017). The legality of this practice 

came under some question, but as yet no one has challenged them in court. In cases where they 

can’t put a stop to the project, Dominion often buys the PPA from under the third-party 

contractor to maintain their monopoly. Dominion is Virginia’s largest energy supplier and has, at 

least publicly, established their enthusiasm for the state's renewable energy goals. Amazon, 

Microsoft, and the University of Virginia have all recently made large solar PPA deals with 

Dominion, as state government pressure has forced them into a more open position. Several 

universities and schools are also using third-party power purchase agreements (PPAs) to install 

solar under the limited provisions of Dominion’s solar pilot program. In working with the state 

government, the project with UVA has brought Virginia one-third of the way to their goal for 

government clean power usage. 

2.2.7 Cost of Solar Power 

The cost of solar power fell to all-time lowest levels in 2017. The price of PV systems, 

inverters, and labor costs have all decreased and continue to decrease. Utility-scale solar 

costs have declined nearly 30 percent, while residential and commercial-scale solar 

system prices have experienced 6 percent and 15 percent reductions (Fu et al., 2017). The 

decrease in prices is due to the rise in competition and increase in demand with about 

13.7 gigawatts (GW) installed in 2016 and 10.2 GW of utility-scale projects. Bloomberg 

New Energy Finance predicts this will continue through at least 2040 (Shankleman & 

Martin 2017). 
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Figure 2.6: The Falling Cost of Solar (Fu et al., 2017) 

As the prices decline the cost for solar power and installation costs have become more 

accessible and financially favorable for large scale PV systems. This has led to a 

significant increase in the amount of installed solar worldwide. 

 

Figure 2.7: Global Installed Solar Increases (IEA 2017) 

2.3 George Mason University 

2.3.1 Background and Power Demand 

Since becoming an independent institution in 1972, George Mason University has expanded to 

now include 4 campuses with 3 located in Northern Virginia. Today the Fairfax campus is 

situated on about 677 aces and consuming 92 million kWh of electricity per year and about 5 

million kWh per month. (Facilities.GMU) This number has doubled since 2010 and will likely 

continue to increase due to the interest in campus expansion.  
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Figure 2.8. GMU’s Annual Energy Demand and Monthly Average Demand 

2.3.2 Electricity Cost 

GMU currently receives an extremely favorable electricity rate of around $0.06 / kWh. This has 

risen from just over $0.04 / kWh in 2004, but that rise has not followed an even or predictable 

path. 

 

Figure 2.9: GMU’s Electricity Cost 

Typically, the larger a customer, the cheaper their electricity rate can be. In particular, large 

industrial sites are known for having extremely high, consistent demand, as well as being capable 
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of handling higher voltage electric delivery (EIA 2017). We speculate that this is the reason for 

GMU’s low rate, their consistent demand throughout the day and the sheer size of the campus. 

The current rate is not just below Virginia averages, but national norms as well. 

Table 2.2: Virginia Electricity Rates (Electricity Local 2018) 

Sector Cost / kWh National Rank 

Residential $0.1108 30th 

Commercial $0.0808 42nd 

Industrial $0.0672 21st 

 

2.3.3 Power Grid 

GMU’s current grid is supported by Dominion Power. This includes one main electric meter 

serving the entire campus as well as one central location for energy to enter. The electricity is fed 

underground and into each individual building’s distribution board. The entire system is owned 

by GMU excluding the wiring and transformers which are owned by Dominion Power.  

The layout of the GMU grid affects how the photovoltaic system is integrated with the grid. This 

information should help identify potential issues with large penetrations of PV on distribution 

feeders and quantify the effects of these systems on actual operating electrical distribution 

systems. More detailed analysis of the current system allows for more realistic modeling, and 

simulation beneficial for conducting technical analysis on high-penetration scenarios for PV 

systems to understand their impact on the electric power system. 

2.3.4 Sustainability Goals 

According to GMU’s strategic plan, in 2011, the University pledged to the Sustainability 

Tracking, Assessment & Rating System (STARS) program that it would reduce their reliance on 

carbon fuels and reduce carbon emissions by 20% from 2014 to 2020 (GMU Office of 

Sustainability 2017). Another goal that the University has established in their strategic plan is the 

goal to be carbon neutral by 2050 (GMU Office of Sustainability 2017).  

Despite these goals, in a 2014 Strategic Planning Metric, the University managed their goals and 

progress. This report shows the University’s struggle with decreasing their carbon emissions. 

The University shows down to -3.1% in performance for attaining this goal (George Mason 

University 2012).  
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2.3.5 2011 Solar Power Study 

In August, 2011, GMU contracted Wiley|Wilson to evaluate the building on the Fairfax, 

Arlington, and Prince William campuses. The study’s purpose was to consider all of the 

possibilities, advantages and disadvantages for solar power on the campus. The report 

established about fifteen buildings with the highest solar potential based on roof arrangement, 

size, shape, space, visibility, construction, direction and shading.  

This report made a claim at the beginning that solar photovoltaic systems are too costly given 

that Virginia has no utility rebate programs. Once it established that the economic climate was 

not beneficial for campus installations, the report claims a PV system would only serve for 

‘educational and public awareness’ purposes.  

The Wiley Wilson Solar Power Draft Study gives estimations of the size of the system each 

building could support, the estimated cost for installation, electrical modifications, structural 

modifications, and the estimated payback costs over the lifecycle of the system. The summary 

largely supports the introduction, deeming that installing a PV system on most of the buildings 

would be for show and not economically or financially beneficial, as shown in the following 

figure. 

Figure 2.10: Wiley|Wilson 2011 Solar Report Summary 

2.3.6 Current Sustainability Policies 

In order to achieve their goals, the University is developing a Climate Action Plan. Here are 

some of the policies the University set in motion to achieve Climate neutrality. 

❖ Minimum LEED® Silver design standard for all new buildings  

❖ All new equipment must be Energy Star compliant, if available  

❖ Commuter benefits for full-time faculty and staff taking public transportation  

❖ Free local bus service to Mason students, faculty, and staff  

❖ Flexible work options 
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❖ Carbon Footprint: Bought wind-power renewable certificates which offset the carbon 

emissions 

* Information found in the GMU Climate Action Plan, 2017  

2.3.7 Energy Demand Projection 

As GMU has expanded greatly since the beginning, spreading to other locations of Northern 

Virginia as well as South Korea. Because of further detailed study and design of areas pending 

development/redevelopment construction projects and considered accommodation for increased 

enrollment, the University can expect to consider growing in size which would increase the 

Annual Energy Demand. (George Mason University 2011) Below is a rough projection of the 

increase of energy usage given the current rate of growth. 

 

Figure 2.11: Projected Energy Demand, Data courtesy GMU Facilities Management 

 

2.4 Photovoltaic Systems  

2.4.1 Types of Solar Panels 

Certain materials can be made to produce electricity when light falls on them; this is 

called the photovoltaic effect. Solar panels use this effect to convert energy from sunlight 

into direct current (DC) electrical energy. There are many options for choosing solar 
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panels on the market right now. The most popular types of solar panels are 

Monocrystalline, Polycrystalline, and Thin-Film Solar Panels.  

Monocrystalline: 

Advantages:  

1. High efficiency rates. 

2. Monocrystalline silicon solar panels are space-efficient. 

3. Tend to perform better at low-light conditions. 

Disadvantage: 

1. Expensive. 

Polycrystalline: 

Advantage: 

1. Cost less than Monocrystalline. 

Disadvantage: 

1. Lower efficiency than Monocrystalline.  

2. Lower space-efficient. 

Thin-Film Solar Panels: 

Advantage: 

1. Cheaper 

2. High temperatures and shading have less impact on solar panel 

performance. 

Disadvantage:  

1. Low space-efficiency 

2. Short warranty.  

3. Low efficiency.  
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Table 2.3: Solar Panels Comparison (Maehlum. M, 2017) 

 Monocrystalline Polycrystalline Thin-Film 

Typical module 

efficiency 

15-20% 13-16% 6-8% 

Best research cell 

efficiency 

25.0% 20.4% 13.4% 

Area required for 1 

kWp 

6-9 m2 8-9 m2 9-20 m2 

Typical length of 

warranty 

25 years 25 years 10-25 years 

Lowest price 0.75 $/W 0.62 $/W   

Temperature 

resistance 

Performance drops 10-

15% at high 

temperatures 

Less temperature 

resistant than 

monocrystalline 

Low impaction 

Additional details Oldest cell technology 

and most widely used 

Less silicon waste in the 

production process 

Low availability 

on the market 

* Different types of Thin-Film panels have different prices. 

2.4.2 Sizing the System 

The Solar Energy Industries Association defines a utility-scale solar system as any solar system 

greater than 1 MW (Goodrich, 2012). Utility scale systems are very large and require more work 

and attention than commercial or residential. GMU’s should be sized based on the estimated 

energy usage, the amount of energy to be offset, and the space available.  Before alternatives can 

be considered for the GMU system, it is necessary to understand the magnitude of the system. 

The average monthly amount of kWh used by GMU are 7,853,640 kWh. To get an estimate of 

the total size of system necessary divide that number by the number of average sun hours in the 

general area times 30.  

 

*Estimating the Size of Your Solar Electric System, Clevenger, B. 

https://plus.google.com/107996559739279792274
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Therefore, if GMU were to combat its entire energy demand, a large utility system would be 

necessary producing at least 60 MW. (Clevenger. B, 2017). This overshoot is due to potential 

energy loss through different components of the solar power system.  

 

2.4.3 System Failure 

The various components of solar system such as solar panels, mounting systems, 

inverters, junction boxes or combiner, distribution board, trackers, batteries (we don’t use 

it in our system) all can cause system failure.  

Here are some causes and likelihood of failure: 

Table 2.4: System Failure Identification 

Sources of failure Causes of failure Likelihood of failure 

Solar panels Environmental effects like 

wind loading and cyclic 

stresses, corrosion 

Highly unlikely 

Inverters Insulation problems, 

overheating, cracks, wear and 

tear, improper installation 

Likely (most unreliable 

component of a solar system) 

Mounting systems Corrosion, missing bolts Unlikely 

Batteries Electrolyte leak, cracks in 

batteries, corrosion 

Unlikely, if maintained 

properly 

Wiring and connection Cracks, breaks, overloading, 

rodents 

Unlikely 

The inverter failure rate is high due to the following factors: harsh environments they are placed 

in, high operating temperatures due to self-heating occurring inside the inverter, the electrolytic 

capacitors, and various switching devices such as fans, switches and relays that are not 

compatible with the 25 year lifetime of a solar system. Although PV modules offer warranties of 

up to 25 years, most inverters still offer only 10-15 years of warranty. They remain the weakest 

link in the PV value chain and have to be replaced long before any other components of a PV 

system. (Santhanam 2015) 

Different types of inverters can also cause different levels of system failures. The more inverters 

being used in the system the smaller the scale of an individual failure. For example, using a 

central inverter will mean the whole system stops working if the inverter fails, because all of 

solar panels and wires will go into only this one inverter. Using micro inverters will cause the 
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smallest system failures if one inverter fails. One inverter’s failure will not affect the other’s 

operations. The high maintenance cost of micro inverters should be considered due to the large 

number of inverters included in the system. 

Each inverter should have protective equipment inside. When failure happens, the 

inverter should be able to stop working immediately. 

2.4.4 System Calculations 

Here are some basic calculations used to determine how to approach designing a solar power 

system:  

●   The solar PV system design: 

Load estimation 

Estimation of number of PV panels 

      Cost estimation of the system 

●   The total energy requirement of the system (total load) [Watts] 

          = # of units * rating of equipment 

●   Total watt-hours rating of the system [watt-hours] 

          = Total connected load (watts) * Operating hours 

●   Actual power output of a PV panel 

          = Peak power rating * operating factor 

●   The power usage (less due to lower efficiency) 

          = Actual power output of a panel * combined efficiency 

●   Energy produced by one panel in a day 

          = Actual power output * 8 hours/day (peak equivalent) 

●   Number of solar panels required to satisfy daily load 

          = Total Wh rating (daily) / Daily energy produced by a panel 

2.4.5 System Losses  

Solar panels’ efficiency is affected by the weather. The typical weather patterns of northern 

Virginia affect the design of the system alternatives. Solar panels perform better on cold winter 
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days with snow on the ground. According to new research from Michigan Technological 

University, snow on the ground can reflect the sunlight back to solar panels, allowing them to 

generate more electricity than even on sunny days (Ayre 2012). However, if the snow is resting 

on the panels, it will cover them and there will be no electricity generated. For decreasing the 

probability of snow accumulation, many solar power system users adjust the tilt angle of solar 

panels to provide more slant. 

Rainy days will impact the efficiency of the solar panels depending on how cloudy or heavy the 

rain is. Otherwise, there is not a significant impact from the rain itself. Light rain can have a 

positive effect on the panels by washing accumulated dirt off of the panels, thus increasing 

efficiency. If the rain is heavy or the sky is cloudy, there is a significant negative impact on the 

system as it will lose sunlight for the duration of the inclement weather. 

Photovoltaic arrays are hugely impacted by shadows. A well-designed solar array should get 

unobstructed sunlight from 9 a.m to 3 p.m. throughout the year (Washington State University 

Extension Energy Program 2009). Even small shadows from a leafless branch could impact the 

output of the system. Shading from neighboring buildings, trees, or even the building itself due 

to vents, attic fans, etc. must be taken into consideration. 

Changes in seasons should also be taken into consideration as shadows in winter might grow 

taller or stay longer than summer.  

Here are some examples of efficiency changes: 

●    Cloudy & Rainy - 40%-90% decrease 

●    Heavy Fog - 15%-20% Decrease 

●    Light Fog - 8%-15% Decrease 

●    Age of the Panels - .5%-1% Decrease per year 

●    Dirty Panels - 1%-5% Decrease 

*Power loss analysis of grid connection photovoltaic systems by Wu, T. 

Every system also loses efficiency during the transfer from DC-to-AC. The typical values for 

losses are listed below. In order to calculate the amount of energy that the system would be 

losing is to take these numbers and subtract each by one then multiply them all together and by 

100% and each. Ex. 100% × [ 1- ( 1 - 0.02 ) × ( 1 - 0.03 ) × ( 1 - 0.02 ) × ( 1 - 0.02 ) × ( 1 - 0.005 

) × ( 1 - 0.015) × ( 1- 0.01 ) × ( 1 - 0.03) ] = 14% In this case, the default amount of energy that 

the system loses during transfers is 14% (Gilman, 2015). 
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Table 2.5: Loss Factors for Solar Panels 

Category Default Value (%) 

Soiling 2 

Shading 3 

Snow 0 

Mismatch 2 

Wiring 2 

Connections 0.5 

Light-Induced Degradation 1.5 

Nameplate Rating 1 

Age 0 

Availability 3 

 

2.4.6 Angle of Panels Installation 

George Mason University’s latitude is 38.8316° N. There are three possible ways to set the 

installation panels.  

The first way is to have a fixed angle, and not adjust it during the year. Since the latitude of 

GMU is between 25° and 50°, this approach would use the latitude times 0.76 and plus 3.1 

degrees. The optimal installation angle should be: 

Tilt degree = (38.83° N * 0.76°) + 3.1° = 32.61° 
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The second way is to adjust panels’ angles twice per year. The optimal tilt angle for summer is 

the latitude, times 0.93, minus 21 degrees (Landau 2015). For winter would be the latitude, times 

0.875, plus 19.2 degrees. The optimal installation angle in summer should be 38.83*0.93-21= 

15.11°. And the optimal installation angle in winter should be 38.83*0.875+19.2= 53.18° 

(Landau 2015). 

The third way is to adjust panels’ angles four times per year. For summer, take the latitude, 

multiply by 0.92, and subtract 24.3 degrees. For spring and autumn, take the latitude, multiply by 

0.98, and subtract 2.3 degrees. For winter, take the latitude, multiply by 0.89, and add 24 

degrees. The optimal installation angle in summer should be 38.83*0.92-24.3= 11.42°. In winter 

it should be 38.83*0.89+24= 11.42°.The optimal installation angle in spring and autumn should 

be 38.83*0.98-2.3= 35.75°. (Landau 2015) 

2.4.7 Inverter Options 

Using a central inverter in our system would only require one inverter. The wires would be 

connected directly to the combiner box. The DC circuit will go to the inverter and transfer to AC 

circuits. 

Pros: 

1) Lower DC watt unit costs 

2) Fewer component connections 

3) Proven field reliability. 

Cons: 

1) High installation cost 

2) Large inverter pad footprint 

3) Less optimal for systems that are collecting from different angles 

Using a string inverter setup for our system would use multiple small inverters for several 

strings. The DC power from a few strings would run directly into a string inverter rather than a 

combiner box and would be converted to AC. 
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Pros: 

1)  Lower balance of systems costs 

2)  Lower maintenance costs 

3)  Simpler design 

4)   Better for systems with different array angles 

5)  Fewer arrays are impacted by individual inverter failures 

Cons: 

1)  Higher DC watt unit costs 

2)  More inverter connections 

3)  More distributed space to mount inverters 

4)  Newer and less field-tested product 

Micro inverters have a small box located on the back of or situated very close to each solar 

panel. It will convert the DC electricity to AC directly as it is produced by individual solar 

panels. 

Pros: 

1)  Panel level MPPT (Maximum Power Point Tracking) 

2) Panel level monitoring 

3)  Lower DC voltage, increased safety 

4)  Longer warranty (20-25 years) 

5) Increased yield from sites that suffer from overshadowing 

Cons: 

1)  High system costs 

2)  High maintenance cost 
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3.0 Project Development 

This section contains all the artifacts associated with the development of our understanding of 

the problem we set out to solve and the potential approaches to doing so. This includes 

descriptions of the problem and what needed to be done about it, our concept of how a solution 

to it would operate, our statement of work and what we set out to accomplish with this project, 

and our understanding of the risks our system would face if implemented. 

3.1 Problem Statement 

George Mason University (GMU) spends $10 million annually on energy (GMU Office of 

Sustainability 2017a) and emits around 100,000 metric tons of CO2 equivalent gases per year 

(STARS 2017). Without intervention these numbers are only likely to increase as the University 

continues to expand. At a $42 per metric ton valuation this represents roughly $4.2 million 

annually in both environmental damage and potential tax liability. With a commitment to 

become climate neutral by 2050 (GMU Office of Sustainability 2017b), GMU has been reducing 

energy consumption by integrating green technologies into their buildings, but there are 

limitations on the total impact this approach can have. While a study conducted in 2011 found a 

solar power system was not cost effective at GMU (Wiley|Wilson 2011), solar power costs have 

been declining rapidly and it has been one of the fastest-growing sources of non-utility energy 

generation since that time. 

3.2 Gap Analysis 

The primary purpose of our project is to reduce GMU’s carbon emissions due to electricity 

usage. The following chart shows an estimate of GMU’s historic carbon emissions based on the 

data we received from GMU’s Facilities Management in blue, a rough projection of the current 

trend in energy usage continuing through 2050 in red, and another rough projection of reaching 

carbon neutrality by 2050 (the University’s stated goal per the Office of Sustainability) in gray. 
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Figure 3.1: The Gap, as Defined by GMU’s Carbon Emissions 

The area in yellow estimates roughly the gap our project is attempting to close. That area 

represents a difference of roughly 1.4 million metric tons of CO
2
 emissions over the course of 

three decades. Put another way, should a $42 carbon tax be implemented over that period, it 

would represent close to $60 million in additional energy expenditures for the University. That is 

nearly $2 million each year, an increase of current annual expenditures by roughly a third. These 

are not rounding errors, but serious implications of a potential major issue. While our project 

would not eliminate that gap entirely, its implementation would place the University’s current 

trend more in line with the gray line than the red. 

3.3 Statement of Need 

There is a need to reduce George Mason University’s dependence on carbon-based fuels and 

redirect energy spending back into university services and benefits. The university has a goal of 

reducing GHG emissions by 20% by 2020 and becoming climate-neutral by 2050, a large part of 

which is changing its current energy profile. While a study conducted in 2011 found a solar 

power system was not cost effective at GMU, solar power costs have been declining rapidly and 

it has been one of the fastest-growing sources of non-utility energy generation since that time. 
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3.4 Concept of Operations 

Across the United States, installing photovoltaic systems has been the primary alternative to 

environmentally damaging sources of energy. PV systems aim to cut carbon emissions and 

provide a cheaper and financially feasible option for renewable energy. Generating electricity 

through photovoltaics is indeed better for the environment than burning fossil fuels 

The idea of the solar system for each of the design alternatives for this project are along the same 

process. The general idea of how solar energy system works to offset the energy usage of GMU 

is that, first, the sun that shines on solar PV technology. The energy is converted from solar 

radiation into electricity. The converted sunlight is in the form of direct current (DC) electricity. 

The energy then passes through the inverter which converts the energy into alternating current 

(AC) electricity. The electrical panel sends power through the distribution boards which 

distributed the energy to the necessary locations such as light and appliances.  

 

Figure 3.2: Primary Operational Scenario, Turning Sunlight Into Electricity 

 

3.5 Statement of Work 

The GMU Solar Augmentation System project exists to provide a plan for bringing solar power 

generation to the GMU Fairfax Campus. To facilitate this, we: 
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1. Created  requirements / architecture framework for the project 

2. Developed a set of proposed alternative solutions 

3. Created a simulation of GMU’s current power usage 

4. Tested the impact of our proposals within that simulation 

5. Performed a detailed cost/benefit analysis on our results to determine a final 

recommendation 

This project lasted for the entire academic (2017/2018) year. Primary deliverables were a 

presentation and associated report on our design proposals in November of 2017 and another 

presentation to go along with our finalized report in April of 2018. 

3.6 Project Approach 

This section will expand on the tasks outlined in the Statement of Work. 

Created a requirements / architecture framework for the project. We defined a series of 

functional requirements, from which we developed functional, physical, allocated, and interface 

architecture plans. All of these were managed using Vitech’s CORE 9 systems engineering 

software. 

Developed a set of proposed alternative solutions. Working from our architecture plan and the 

potential solar sites we have scouted on campus, we came up with a set of complete system 

proposals that we believe will satisfy the University’s needs. These may include rooftop, parking 

lot, parking garage, and ground-mounted solar installations. 

Identified and developed a modeling / simulation approach to analyzing the project. We 

developed a two-part approach to system analysis. The first step was using the National 

Renewable Energy Laboratory’s System Advisor Model (SAM) to determine the capacity for 

solar generation of our various site designs on and off campus. The second part was a custom-

built stochastic simulation of how solar generation would fit into the University’s grid electric 

demand. 

Tested the impact of our proposals within that simulation. A detailed testing plan was 

developed and carried out to determine how well our proposals satisfied the University’s needs. 

We evaluated our identified solar sites potential as energy generators and, analyzed their impact 

on the University’s power and financial goals. 

Performed a detailed cost/benefit analysis on our results to determine a final 

recommendation. Analysis of the above test results was matched with our gathered cost data to 

determine the overall impact our proposals had on the University’s financial and environmental 

needs. We then performed a sensitivity analysis on our results to determine how they reacted to a 

variety of potential changes the system might be exposed to (particularly financial). From this we 

determined the best combination of components we think suit the University’s current needs and 
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some general guidelines of how our recommendations might change given potential changes in 

the future. 

3.7 System Risks 

This section will go over the various risks to successful system operation we identified, our 

analysis of their threat level, and the efforts we took to mitigate their potential consequences. 

3.7.1 System Risk Identification 

The Blind Spot: A PV system uses a ground fault protection device (GFPD) or ground fault 

detector/interrupter (GFDI) to protect against ground faults, or short circuits. However, in the 

case of a “blind spot,” a ground fault can remain undetected and the GFPD or GFDI can fail to 

de-energize the system. As a result, the electrical current continues to flow and can be discharged 

as sparks, which pose shock and fire hazards. 

Roof Loading: Solar panels can affect the integrity of a structure, as roofs are designed to 

support a certain weight per manufacturer guidelines. The added weight of solar panels may 

exceed this amount, resulting in roof-related damage or collapse.Before installing solar panels, 

roofs must be checked if a repairs are needed within 5 to 10 years. If repairs are needed within 

the specified they should be done before installing the PV system to avoid the costs of removing 

and reinstalling PV system. Solar panels often have a 20 to 25 years warranty. 

Wind: Roof-mounted solar panels, which increase a roof’s surface area, can create increased 

loading and risk of roof damage when exposed to heavy winds. In addition, strong winds may 

cause PV systems to move or detach completely, which can also lead to injuries or other property 

damage. 

Snow/Hail: Snow that covers a PV system can affect its performance and structural integrity 

while also adding to overall roof load. Additionally, hail can crack the protective coating on a PV 

system panels and exposed live electrical wiring. This damage can result in panel failure and also 

introduce electrical hazards. For a PV system, the solar panels and racking will add 

approximately 3 pounds for each square foot of collector area. If ballasted mounting is used, this 

number can be significantly higher ranging from 4-6 pounds per square foot of collector area. 

Fire Hazards: A PV system electrically charged parts, such as modules and wiring, can create 

sparks and start a fire without the proper safeguards. How PV systems are installed can also 

affect how quickly a fire grows and spreads. During a roof fire, the space between the PV system 

and the roof can trap heat, allowing the fire to spread even on a fire-rated roofing assembly. As 

flames are concealed under the panels, the fire spread can be very rapid and difficult to 

extinguish. The presence of insulating materials can also increase the roof’s combustibility. 

Finally, the installation of PV systems can negatively affect the roof’s performance and alter its 

fire-resistance rating. 
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Weather: Virginia is not known as the sunniest state, there will be days when the weather is not 

complementary to collecting solar energy. It is true that solar panels work their very best with 

regular sunshine, a cloudy or rainy day is not the worst possible interference, but it is a risk 

nonetheless. 

Vandalism/Theft: Vandalism in the region against renewable energy projects isn't new, there is 

always a possible security concern for non renewable energy sources. Vandalism or theft would 

cost the university. The university would likely want to avoid all vandalism or theft issues and 

also avoid paying additional repair costs. One possible solution for this could be to place solar 

panels out of public reach and also secure the panels to their locations with safe equipment. 

Failure: Although solar panels are considerably more reliable than other energy systems, there is 

still a chance of failure. Solar panels will be to be monitored and regularly inspected. Panels are 

designed to be durable to avoid maintenance and repair, however, failures are likely to occur on 

occasion. 

Dirty Panels: Pollution, traffic dust, leaves and even bird droppings contribute to preventing 

sunlight from reaching the solar cells in your solar panels. The more dirt – the lower amount of 

electricity they will produce. While many factors affect how much electricity your solar panels 

will produce – dirty solar panels can be one of the biggest, and easiest to fix. It is an important 

part of the system that the panels be accessible for maintenance and cleaning. 

3.7.2 System Risk Analysis 

To evaluate the potential danger these risks posed to our system, we performed a Failure Mode 

Effects Analysis (FMEA), giving us Risk Priority Numbers (RPNs) for each risk to help in 

prioritizing its mitigation. 
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Table 3.1: System Risk FMEA 

Failure Severity Likelihood Detection Risk Priority 

Number 

The Blind Spot 9 5 9 405 

Fire Hazard 10 5 8 400 

Failure 8 5 9 360 

Weather 7 10 5 350 

Vandalism/Theft 7 6 8 336 

Roof Loading 8 5 7 280 

Dirty Panels 5 10 4 200 

 

3.7.3 System Risk Mitigation 

Table 3.2: System Risk Mitigation 

Risks Mitigation 

Blind Spot Regular inspection/maintenance 

Fire Hazard Regular inspection/maintenance 

Failure Proper system installation and Regular inspection/maintenance 

Weather Weather cannot be prevented, the system should be installed with the 

proper parameters in order to combat severe weather   

Vandalism/Theft Installation of the PV system should be out of reach and in a secured 

area 
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Roof Loading Inspection prior to system installation  

Dirty Panels Regular cleaning/maintenance 

 

Many of the risks associated with the system such as dirty panels can be solved by either having 

a regular inspection of the system or designing the system with efficiency. However, other 

processes of avoiding the risks are to avoid securing field connectors at a low point in a wire run. 

All connectors must be verified and secured in a safe location. These are the duties of the 

installers and should be verified by the inspection before and after the  integration of GMU and 

solar systems. 

In order to prevent from fire due to blind spot or short circuits or poor connection is to use 

appropriate installation techniques pay attention to wire management. More solutions to prevent 

short circuits is to install multiple small inverters or use ground-fault currents detection devices. 

Roof loading is an issue with the structure of the building not being able to withstand the weight 

of the solar system, before the system is implemented, the roof should be assessed and evaluated. 

The roof must be capable of carrying the load of the solar equipment. (PV – between 3 and 6 

lb/ft2 )(Fu, 2017). Then the special loads will be considered such as inverters, power supply, etc. 

That will be placed on the roof alongside the panels (Fu, 2017). 

In order to avoid theft and vandalism, the systems should not be accessible to students or anyone 

without access. This risk is addressed in the design of the alternatives. Whether panels are placed 

on the roofs with limited access. However, if the design chosen is on the car parking lot the risk 

still stands. 

Wind, store, and other harsh weather is unavoidable, however, with proper installation and 

regular maintenance the solar panels will be able to withstand the weather. The risk of dirty 

panels will be solved by the rain a majority of the lifespan.  

3.8 Scope 

The scope of the project was limited to the Fairfax campus. The data from and locations of the 

Prince William, Arlington, Front Royal and South Korean campus were not considered. A range 

of design alternatives are discussed that are within realistic and common designs for large scale 

systems such as the Fairfax Campus.  Depending on the design alternatives, it is implied that 

Dominion Power and contractors will work with GMU to install and manage a PV system.  

In terms of deliverables, we developed a series of briefs and reports detailing our status 

throughout the course of the project. We also delivered iterations of our model throughout the 

Spring semester. Finally, at the end of the Spring Semester this final report detailing our 
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research, a complete description of our models and methods, and our final recommendations for 

further work and action is being delivered. 

4.0 Stakeholder Analysis 

Within this section is our understanding of the various parties interested in the process and 

outcomes of this project. This includes written descriptions, as well as graphical figures to aid in 

visualizing their interactions. 

4.1 Stakeholder Overview 

GMU / Administration: The primary stakeholder of our system is the University itself and its 

administration. They rely on the energy purchased from Dominion for nearly every aspect of 

their operations. However, with a desire to be seen as a progressive institution and community 

leader, they have set goals for more sustainable practices, meeting which would require a cleaner 

source of power. This is the motivation for our project. At the same time, however, the 

University can't help but be heavily financially motivated. They rely on the clear usage of 

campus facilities and parking lots, and wish to avoid disruption of normal campus operations. 

They also care a great deal about campus aesthetics and the potential for positive PR from the 

project. As well, as the University's decision makers, they hold the ultimate power in either 

making this project a reality or merely a poster on the wall. 

GMU Students: As college students, GMU's student population trends on the whole to be more 

socially progressive than the social norm, and thus feel more strongly about our impact on the 

environment. As well, as members of a younger generation, they tend to feel more personally 

impacted by it. That said, much of this comes down to a vocal minority, while the rest of the 

population would claim interest but are far more focused on getting their degrees and on with 

their lives. They rely on the University's energy and its facilities for many of their on-campus 

activities, and don't want disruption of their daily goals. They also care deeply about the parking 

situation on campus, and would react strongly to any difficulties there. That said, they do have an 

interest in campus aesthetics and the University's reputation. Of course, while as a whole they 

have a great deal of potential power over how the University operates, the odds of organizing 

them to exercise that power are extremely low. 

GMU Faculty: College faculty are, on the whole, also far more socially progressive than the 

social norm, and GMU's don't disappoint in this regard. Given this, they likely care a great deal 

about the University's impact on the environment. Like most of our on-campus stakeholders, 

they rely on the University's power and facilities for many of their daily activities, and would 

disapprove of serious disruption to them. They certainly have a voice in campus operations, and 

as they base their careers at GMU are far more entrenched with decision makers than students 

would be. Perhaps their most relevant power to our project however would be in using relevant 

skill or experience to either help the project or influence decision makers of its value. 
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GMU Facilities / Maintenance: The facilities and maintenance departments on campus would 

largely be in charge of operating any solar system installed on campus. Their management also 

has a strong voice in University decisions on the subject. That said, we've observed a great deal 

of conflict within them on the subject. At the very top, it appears to be a very conservative 

organization, set on maintaining the status quo. There are certainly quite a few workers within 

who agree with that as well, secure in their positions and wishing to avoid any threat to that 

security. That said, we've received quite a bit of support and information from the Energy Office 

within the Facilities Department. As well, there are certainly individuals within it who care about 

the environment as well, same as anywhere else. On the whole, this is likely to some degree an 

opposition group to making this project a reality, but they haven't proven to be an active 

obstruction to our student project of developing the plan. 

GMU Office of Sustainability: In theory, this is a strong supporter of this project. This is the 

office from which all of GMU's sustainability goals have come, and their stated missions all 

align with our project goals. However, the University has shown little sign of putting actual 

effort into the office's plans, and all indications point to it being a fluff PR office existing mostly 

as a bullet point in the University's marketing pamphlets. 

Federal Government: Under former President Obama, the federal government was a strong 

supporter of renewable energy efforts. Under now President Trump, the federal government 

largely denies the existence of global warming and any need for renewables. That said, the 

Business Energy Investment Tax Credit (ITC) is still in place, and the potential to take some 

advantage of it in our project is a factor. 

State Government: Again, under Governor McAuliffe, the Virginia state government has been 

an enthusiastic partner in renewable, and particularly solar energy growth. The governorship is 

staying in the party, so there is potential that this will continue, but it is as yet uncertain exactly 

how governor-elect Northam will push the energy agenda. His personal website claims he is an 

active proponent of solar power (Northam 2017) however concerns have been raised about his 

ownership stake in Dominion Energy (Reinhard 2017). There is significant inertia within the 

state government in favor of solar energy, including an executive order calling for a legislated 

carbon cap, but there is potential for this to at least shift somewhat going forward. 

Fairfax County Government: Admittedly, we did not spent a great deal of effort analyzing the 

county government's potential impact on the project, viewing them as a lesser player, but they 

certainly have more potential interest than some of the larger entities in this section. Given the 

positive PR impact a large solar project on campus could have, at the very least we don't believe 

they will be throwing up impediments to our project's goals. 

Private Solar Contractors: There exists a strong potential for the University to partner with a 

private solar contractor in order to take advantage of the ITC. Thus they have an interest in our 

project happening, particularly as large solar project are difficult to come by in Virginia. Would 
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likely have to figure out the details between them and Dominion beforehand, as a strong tension 

exists there. 

Dominion Energy: Dominion currently provides all the electricity used by the University, and 

does so at a very favorable rate. Given the size of that business dealing, they are a fairly major 

partner in University operations, and have an interest in keeping the University's energy budget 

coming their way. As a company, Dominion has a legislated monopoly in utility energy 

generation in the state of Virginia, which they have in the past used to block outside efforts at 

solar development. That monopoly has allowed them to become a major player in all levels of 

state politics, and an extremely dangerous opponent should they decide to become one. Many of 

our proposals would require some level of cooperation with Dominion, whether that simply be 

contracting usage of their distribution board on campus or potentially partnering with them in a 

PPA. The relationship with Dominion is one of the most volatile, sensitive, and important for our 

project's success, if not one they're likely to ever even realize exists. 

Stand Energy: Stand provides the natural gas used on campus for heating purposes. We initially 

analyzed them as a potential stakeholder in the project before eliminating solar heating & cooling 

technologies as a potential avenue for the project. 

Nearby Neighbors: A minor stakeholder in the project, nearby neighbors have an interest in the 

aesthetics and reputation of the University and its campus. They also have the potential to be 

impacted by any significant disruptions on campus. 
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4.2 Stakeholder Interest Map 

Our first take at a more graphical representation was a stakeholder interest map, attempting to 

articulate how interested the impacted parties likely are in the various factors of our system, 

using a 0-10 scale. This will allow us, when considering design ideas, to realize who will be 

concerned with a particular choice and help gauge how our decisions will impact their 

satisfaction with our design. 

 

Figure 4.1: Stakeholder Interest Map 
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4.3 Stakeholder Influence Map 

Figure 4.2: Stakeholder Influence Map 

Next we built an influence map, showing the paths of influence, money, and services rendered 

among our primary stakeholders. This is somewhat out of date at this point both in terms of who 

we were analysing and our understanding of their relationships, but it was an important initial 

artifact in our understanding of the project. 
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4.4 Stakeholder Tension Diagram  

 

Figure 4.3: Stakeholder Relationship / Tension Diagram 

Our final stakeholder document was a relationship and tension diagram, outlining the 

interactions between our primary stakeholders that held the potential to impact our project. 
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5.0 Requirements 

This section outlines the requirements we have created to define our system goals and its 

required functionality. As a whole they represent the specification we designed our alternatives 

to, and that we intend to verify our eventual product against. 

5.1 Mission Requirements 

These five mission requirements represent the most important standards we feel the system must 

meet to be deemed a success. 

Table 5.1: Mission Requirements 

Req.# Requirement Definition 

MR.1 
The system shall reduce or offset the University's greenhouse gas emissions by at 

least 200,000 metric tons over 25 years, with a goal of 2,500,000. 

MR.2 The system shall cost the University at most $0.10 per kWh over its lifecycle. 

MR.3 The system shall enhance the reputation and aesthetic of the University. 

MR.4 The system shall not inconvenience the current student/faculty environment. 

 

5.2 Functional Requirements 

These three functional requirements define what we feel to be the necessary functionality of a 

solar power system: generating usable electricity, being capable of delivering it to load, and able 

to handle any excess. 

Table 5.2: Functional Requirements 

Req.# Requirement Definition 

FR.1 The system shall convert solar radiation to 120V alternating current 

FR.2 The system shall be linked to the local power grid 

FR.3 
The system shall be capable of selling excess power generated back to the utility 

power grid 
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5.3 Design Requirements 

Finally our design requirements, outlining standards all of our alternatives must adhere to. 

 

Req.# Requirement Definition 

DR.1 The system shall have a functional life cycle of at least 20 years 

DR.2 
The system shall adhere to Virginia’s legal code regarding PV installations, 

licensing, and equipment standards 

DR.3 The system shall contain ground-fault protection in accordance with NEC 690.5 

DR.4 The system shall be capable of withstanding 20 pounds per cubic foot of 

accumulated snow  

DR.5 The system shall not obstruct roads or pathways under normal operating conditions 

Table 5.3: Design Requirements 
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6.0 System Architecture 

This section contains our architecture plans for a solar power system, including the required 

functionality and the physical components necessary to accomplish that. 

6.1 Functional Architecture  

Figure 6.1: Functional Architecture IDEF0 

The Masun Solar Power Argumentation System’s main function is to Provide Solar Power 

Service (F.0) for George Mason University to decrease greenhouse emissions and redirect energy 

spending back into university benefits. This is achieved by sub functions Provide Energy 

Transformation (F.1), Apply Power on Load (F.2), Provide Power Trading Service (F.3), and 

Provide Installation/Maintenance Service (F.4). Provide Energy Transformation (F.1) is broken 

down into Request Sunlight (F.1.1) and Generate Electricity (F.1.2). Sunlight as a input will go 

into Request Sunlight function (F.1.1). PV reacts with light will generate electricity. The direct 

current will be a output from Generate Electricity function (F.1.2).  Apply Power on Loads is 

broken down into Provide DC-AC Transformation (F.2.1) and Transmit Electricity to Loads 

(F.2.2).  Direct current output from (F.1.2) will as a input go into DC-AC Transformation 
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function (F.2.1). In this function, system is able to transfer direct current to alternating current.  

Alternative current as a output from (F.2.1) and go into the Transmit Electricity to Loads 

function (F.2.2). In this function, system is able to transmit alternative current and apply it on 

loads. Provide Power Trading Service (F.3) is broken down into Interact with Distribution Board 

(F.3.1) and Interact with Microgrid(F.3.2). Generate Electricity (F.1.2) has a sub function is 

Interact With PV (F.1.2.1). Provide DC-AC Transformation has a sub function is Provide 

Protection Service (F.2.1.1). The system should has protection equipment. When inverters 

encounter failure, the inverter should indicate and stop working immediately. Interact with 

Distribution Board (F.3.1) is further broken down into Provide Power Meter Service (F.3.1.1) 

and Request/Send Power (F.3.1.2). Interact With Microgrid (F.3.2) is further broken down into 

Sell/Buy Power (F.3.2.1) and Provide Both Sides Transmission (F.3.2.2). Provide Power Meter 

Service (F.3.1.1) include two sub functions, Provide Power Usage Measurement (F.3.1.1.1) and 

Provide Power Usage Calculation (F.3.1.1.2). Distribution Board will both connect with loads 

and inverters. It has ability to count amount of  power the system generate, the loads demand. It 

has ability to calculate the difference between generated power and loads demand. If the 

generated power less than the loads demand, distribution board should buy power from 

microgrid. If the generated power more than the loads demand, the distribution board has ability 

to sell power back to microgrid.  
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6.2 Physical Architecture 

 

Figure 6.2: Physical Architecture IDEF0 
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The Masun Solar Power Argumentation System’s physical architecture includes several main 

components that work together to meet operational needs of the system. Physical components of 

the Solar Power System (SYS.0) consists of Energy Transformation Component (SYS.1), 

Electricity Application Component (SYS.2), Power Trading Component (SYS.3), and 

Installation/Maintenance Component (SYS.4). Energy Transformation 

Component （SYS.1) includes Sunlight Component (SYS.1.1) and Solar Panels 

Component (SYS.1.2). Solar Panels Component (SYS.1.2) have Photovoltaic Component 

(SYS.1.2.1). Electricity Application Component (SYS.2) is further broken down into Inverters 

Component (SYS.2.1) and Connection Wires Component (SYS.2.2). Inverters Component 

(SYS.2.1) include Safety Protection Device Component (SYS.2.1.1). Power Trading Component 

(SYS.3) broken down into Distribution Board Component (SYS.3.1) and Microgrid Component 

(SYS.3.2). Microgrid Component (SYS.3.2) includes Financial Component (SYS.3.2.1) and 

Microgrid Transmission Component (SYS.3.2.2). Distribution Board Component (SYS.3.1) 

includes Power Meter Component (SYS.3.1.1) and Power Control Component (SYS.3.1.2). 

Power Meter Component (SYS.3.1.1) broken down into Power Measurement Component 

(SYS.3.1.1.1) and Power Calculation Component (SYS.3.1.1.2).  

Solar Power System (SYS.0) perform Provide Solar Power Service (F.0). Energy Transformation 

Component (SYS.1) perform Provide Energy Transformation (F.1). Electricity Application 

Component (SYS.2) perform Apply Power on Load (F.2). Power Trading Component (SYS.3) 

perform Provide Power Trading Service (F.3). Installation/Maintenance Component (SYS.4) 

perform Provide Installation/Maintenance Service (F.4). Sunlight Component (SYS.1.1) perform 

Request Sunlight (F.1.1). Solar Panels Component (SYS.1.2) perform Generate Electricity 

(F.1.2). Photovoltaic Component (SYS.1.2.1) perform Interact With PV (F.1.2.1).  Inverters 

Component (SYS.2.1) perform DC-AC Transformation (F.2.1). Wires Component (SYS.2.2) 

perform Transmit Electricity to Loads (F.2.2). Safety Protection Device Component (SYS.2.1.1) 

perform Provide Protection Service (F.2.1.1). Distribution Board Component (SYS.3.1) perform 

Interact with Distribution Board (F.3.1). Power Meter Component (SYS.3.1.1) perform Provide 

Power Meter Service (F.3.1.1). Power Control Component (SYS.3.1.2) perform Request/Send 

Power (F.3.1.2). Microgrid Component (SYS.3.2) perform Interact With Microgrid (F.3.2). 

Financial Component (SYS.3.2.1) perform Sell/Buy Power (F.3.2.1). Microgrid Transmission 

Component (SYS.3.2.2) perform Provide Both Sides Transmission (F.3.2.2). Power 

Measurement Component (SYS.3.1.1.1) perform Provide Power Usage Measurement (F.3.1.1.1). 

Power Calculation Component (SYS.3.1.1.2) perform Provide Power Usage Calculation 

(F.3.1.1.2) 
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7.0 Design Approaches 

There are currently 3 main design approaches: solar “trees”, rooftops, and solar farms. The 

primary approaches were chosen based on the needs and requirements of the stakeholders. These 

approaches are the most common types of solar installations and the ones used in other similar 

solar installation projects.  

Solar “Trees” or carports installations: Are elevated “solar tree” installations on parking lots and 

garages. These take advantage of high square footage (35 acres), and provide high visibility. On 

campus we considered all 11 parking lots and 3 parking decks. However, with the parking lots, 

shading is a significant issue. 

Rooftops: We considered traditional rooftop solar installations on campus buildings. These take 

advantage of the structural and electrical systems already in place. 13 buildings were considered, 

with south-facing unoccupied roof space. Between these different locations capacity and 

visibility vary widely. 

Solar Farms: solar farms are utility-scale solar farm installations. They are highly efficient 

energy generation, however, sikar farms loose out on the visibility of an on-campus approach. In 

developed off-site with a partnering solar contractor it would become necessary to purchase 

renewable energy offset certificates through a PPA arrangement. 

The GMU campus was surveyed for potential solar installation. Both buildings and parking lots 

were considered for solar installation based on the following criteria. 

● Is the solar installation reasonably free from shade? (Trees, nearby buildings, or any other 

obstructions) 

○ In case of trees, will they grow tall enough within the coming 20 years (system 

life cycle) that they could obstruct sunlight? 

● Can the PV system be oriented for good performance? 

○ In case of sloped roof, is it facing south? 

● Does the site or roof have enough area to accommodate a solar array? 

○ If a flat rooftop, are there air conditioning units taking most of the space? 

● If the array will be roof mounted, what kind of roof is it and what is its condition? 
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Figure 7.1: Process for Evaluation of Potential Solar Panel Site 

This diagram shows the methodology used in choosing site locations for the design alternatives. 

Choosing buildings on GMU campus for solar installations is dependent on four main 

components: shade, status, orientation, and stability. In the case where a building is in an 

unfavorable location, the building might be obstructed by nearby trees and tall buildings which 

would hinder the system from generating energy. Another eliminating factor is the status of the 

building or parking lot. Many of the buildings at GMU are older and the University has plans of 

replacing particular buildings. If the building is in the University’s plans to be demolished, the 

building is ineligible for solar installation. A building is also eliminated when the orientation is 

not suitable for solar. The building must have the space facing the proper direction for the solar 

panels to be tilted toward the south as is necessary. Lastly, a building must be stable. Roof 

loading is a risk for solar installation. Before a building can be considered ‘solar ready’ the 

University would likely need to get an inspection to determine building stability and potential.  

 

7.1 Elevated Parking Lot Installations 

Solar canopies are elevated structure that host solar panels and provide shade. These overhead 

solar panel installations can be found on parking lots or other paved areas because of the 

convenience and utilization of space. Solar canopies in principal are not different from a solar 
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carport or ground-mounted solar, but they do have advantages over the latter. The advantages of 

solar canopies can be summed in the following: efficient use of space, providing shade to parked 

vehicles, and they can be mounted oriented for maximum energy generation. 

 
Figure 7.2: Rutgers University, Livingston Campus (rutgers.edu) 

Solar canopies are simply an efficient use of space. Solar parking lot installations at GMU are an 

untapped opportunity with more than 45 acres of space across 14 parking lots and garages on the 

Fairfax campus. This alternative will take advantage of the large expanse of land without 

compromising the functionality but rather adding to its utility.  

Solar panels for parking lots also provide shade. The benefits of shaded parking isn’t only for the 

comfort of the driver, but it also improves the fuel economy of the car parked under it. 

According to FuelEconomy.gov running the air conditioning in a car is the main cause for 

reduced fuel economy in hot weather (fueleconomy.gov, 2017). If a car is parked under the hot 

sun, using AC can reduce fuel economy by more than 25% (DOE, 2017b). If GMU could 

improve fuel economy for cars on campus, they will be able to reduce scope 2 and 3 GHG 

emissions which refers to an indirect emission of GHG including that from commuting students 

and university transportation.  

Solar canopies can be oriented for maximum energy production, unlike traditional rooftop solar 

installation which restrict the installation options to the orientation of the building already in 
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place. Because of this, solar canopies provide the opportunity for optimal solar placement and 

orientation throughout the year. The tilt of solar canopies also allows for a reduction in 

maintenance needs when it snows, depending of course on the design specifications. 

 

Parking Lots 

There are eight main parking lots in the east side of campus and three on the west campus. These 

parking lots provide the largest site on campus for continuous solar panel array installation, 

however not all parking lots provide ideal locations for PV installation as some are heavily 

shaded by trees. The results of our preliminary campus survey showed the following: 

 

 
Figure 7.3: Potential East Campus Parking Sites 

Created Using DraftLogic Google Maps Area Calculator Tool 
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Figure 7.4: East Campus Parking Lot Sites 

 

Ideal Parking Lots 

Lot R: free from shade, PV panels can be properly aligned for optimal solar energy 

Lot L: not heavily shaded by trees, at noon there is almost no shade. 

Lot K: largest lot that is a good fit for solar installation 

Lot I: not shaded 

Lot P: while the eastern side could be affected by surrounding trees, the western is ideal. 

Lot M: minimal shading, due to the odd shape special consideration should go to orientation. 
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Figure 7.5: Potential West Campus Parking Sites 

Created Using DraftLogic Google Maps Area Calculator Tool 

 

Excluded Parking Lots 

Lot C: the east side is heavily shaded by trees, and throughout the day the shading changes 

Lot A: although one of the largest lots on campus, the high prevalence of trees obstruct almost all 

sunlight to some portions 

Lot J: three rows of parking lots but all separated by huge trees. 

Lot O: although facing true south, surrounded by trees from every side. 

 

Parking Garages 

GMU has three parking garages on the Fairfax campus, all of which are ideal for solar panel 

installation with none to minimal shading, high visibility, and a reasonably sized area for a large 

PV array installation. PV installation on these sites would be at the top level. Currently, Mason 

has plans for the Rappahannock River parking deck so it will be analyzed but excluded from our 

eventual recommendations. The three parking lots combined represent about 5.8 acres of 

potential space, but the two we’re considering combined are about 2.5 acres. Approximately 20% 

of the area will be subtracted to give room for installation and maintenance availability. 

 

Parking Garages: 

- Rappahannock River Parking Deck 

- Mason Pond Parking Deck 

- Shenandoah Parking deck 
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Figure 7.6: University of California, San Diego parking structure. Image courtesy phys.org 

 

Solar canopy installations requires the expertise of the following: a geotechnical engineer, a 

structural engineer, a drilling excavator, and a steel erector (DesignNews Staff, 2015), as well as 

knowledge in system design, project management, and permitting. The solar support structure is 

is a necessary component of the system and not where GMU can be making or saving money. It 

should be economical enough to make the project financially viable, but at the same robust 

enough to safely support the PV system. The cost of the construction and expertise will be taken 

into account in our system cost analysis. The structural design between each parking lot will also 

vary due to the difference in parking design, size and shading.  

         

7.2 Rooftop Solar Installations 

Rooftop Solar Installation 

Traditional rooftop solar installation is mounting solar panels on buildings throughout GMU’s 

Fairfax campus. Rooftop solar installation takes advantage of the building structure and electrical 

system already in place in order to minimize additional material cost that would normally be 

required for ground mount or carport solar installations. Below is an image showing the solar 

potential of a portion of GMU’s campus. 
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Figure 7.7: Solar Potential of GMU’s Fairfax Campus. Image courtesy Northern Virginia Solar 

Energy Map 

 

There are two primary ways to mount PV systems on rooftops: ballasted racking and attached 

racking. Ballasted racking uses heavy weights, usually concrete blocks, in order to anchor PV 

systems on a flat rooftop. If the rooftop can’t handle the ballast weight, a hybrid ballasted system 

can be installed. The number of roof penetrations for the hybrid system depends on how much 

additional support the PV system needs to meet wind load requirements. The advantages of this 

method are that it’s easy to install and requires no or few roof penetrations. The disadvantages 

are that it can only be installed on flat roofs that are capable the ballast weight, the hybrid system 

may have an increased risk of roof leaks from faulty roof modifications, and it would require an 

advanced wind-loading evaluation. An example of a ballasted PV system is shown below. 

 

 

 

https://nvrc.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=083856c068a547a0be9fb2b5ee54953b
https://nvrc.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=083856c068a547a0be9fb2b5ee54953b
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Figure 7.8: Ballasted PV racking system, image courtesy of SolarPro 

 

Attached racking uses roof penetrating hardware to mount the PV system to any type of roof, be 

it flat or sloped. The number of required roof penetrations will depend on the roof structure, PV 

system design, and Virginia’s building codes. The primary advantage of this method at it can be 

used on any roof type, but the disadvantages are that it can be more difficult to install than 

ballasted system, and the risk of faulty roof penetrations that can reduce the weathertight 

integrity of the roof. 

 

 
Figure 7.9: Attached PV racking system, image courtesy of SolAttach 

 

Many buildings at GMU’s Fairfax campus are being considered, mainly flat rooftop buildings 

with enough unoccupied space for a solar installation, and sloped rooftop building that are south-

http://solarprofessional.com/sites/default/files/articles/images/4_Sollega_nc.jpg
http://www.solattach.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/roof-railing.jpg
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facing. One other disqualifying factor is the presence of a gravel-ballasted rooftop, as they have 

been shown to cause difficulties for solar installations (Blue Oak Energy, 2017). The capacity 

and visibility vary widely between different locations. Rooftop assessments should be conducted 

in order to evaluate roof structural integrity, and the PV system should be designed to withstand 

projected snow / wind load. If a roof will need to be replaced within 5 to 10 years, it should be 

done before installing the system in order to avoid the cost of removing and reinstalling the 

system.  

 

The main risk associated with this alternative is the potential impact the PV system might have 

on roof integrity. This includes risk of water intrusion or other damage, roof warranties, or 

building permitting.  

 

GMU has more than 80 buildings on the Fairfax campus, all of which can provide a structure and 

electrical system for a PV system. Not all building are considered for solar installation due to 

lack of space, shading, rooftop orientation, and building condition. Some of the buildings being 

considered are: Aquia building, Art and Design building, Exploratory Hall, Fenwick Library, 

Innovation Hall, Nguyen Engineering Building, Skyline, Southside, Johnson Center, Liberty 

square, and Hampton Roads. Some picture of these buildings are shown below. 

 

  
Figure 7.10: From the left: Nguyen Engineering Building, Johnson Center. Courtesy of Google 

Maps 

7.3 Solar Farm Installation 

A solar farm is an area of land on which large arrays of interconnected solar panels are deployed 

to generate electricity producing very little noise, having no moving parts and no harmful 

emissions (Hillier & Comfort 2014. Solar farms vary in size and thus energy generation and can 

be found throughout the U.S. Solar panels are mounted as arrays on aluminum and steel frames 
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that are inclined at an angle of 25% between 1 to 2.65 meters above the ground to allow for 

animal habitats and plants to live (Hillier & Comfort 2014). The amount of power the solar farm 

will offset is yet to be determined, which will influence which option to choose.  

7.3.1 Off-Site Solar Farm 

An off-site solar farm would entail purchasing cheap land somewhere in Virginia and partnering 

with a private solar contractor to build and operate a solar farm on that land. In all likelihood, 

Dominion would then purchase the project from the contractor and GMU would sign a PPA with 

them to buy the power the system produces. The main advantage of this design alternative is its 

capability of offsetting a large portion of GMU’s energy demand. It also has the potential to be 

among the more cost-effective approaches. The risks associated with this design alternative are 

failure to come to terms with Dominion, not finding proper land to purchase for solar farm 

installation, and permitting issues with regard to zoning.  

 
Figure 7.11: Solar farm built by Community Energy Solar in Accomack County. Source: 

Virginia Department of Mines, Minerals, and Energy, Energy in the New Virginia Economy: 

Update to the 2014 Virginia Energy Plan 

 

7.3.2 On-Site Solar Farm 

An on-site solar farm could be located on GMU’s west campus, farther out from any planned 

development. The site has to be evaluated for permitting and suitability for PV system 

installation based on Virginia’s laws. The west campus (pictured below) offers 216 acres of 

mostly undeveloped land which could be fully or partially utilized for power generation (GMU 

West Campus Vision, 2017). This design alternative still offers the potential of partnering with a 

management firm in order to gain access to government incentives. An on-site solar farm will 

require a more compact and efficient system design in order to offset a meaningful amount of 

http://commerce.virginia.gov/media/7935/energy-in-the-new-virginia-economy-update-to-the-2014-energy-plan.pdf
http://commerce.virginia.gov/media/7935/energy-in-the-new-virginia-economy-update-to-the-2014-energy-plan.pdf
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energy demand. The power generated from the solar farm will be directly used at GMU facilities. 

The main risks associated with this design alternative is obtaining permits for a solar farm, and 

coordination with GMU to avoid conflicting with planned development. 

 
Figure 7.12 Fairfax GMU west campus. 

Courtesy of Google Maps using DaftLogic Area Calculator 

 

As the project developed this option was removed from consideration. Despite frequent word-of-

mouth assertions that GMU was in possession of a great deal of excess land, essentially all of 

what we could find has already been factored into current expansion plans. Land so close to the 

heart of Fairfax is simply too valuable to dedicate purely to solar panels. 

7.4 Do Nothing Alternative 

The ‘do nothing’ alternative represents a continuation of GMU’s current power demand model. 

The effect of future change in energy cost for GMU will be calculated using projection for 

energy price and possibility of social cost carbon. Energy cost projection will be based on energy 

consumption and costs from 2004-2016 and a cost analysis will be calculated. In the case that the 

costs and energy emissions do not measure up as outweighing benefits, the best decision for 

GMU could be to stick to the status quo.  

7.5 Non-Site Design Alternatives 

This section contains a variety of potential solar approaches that were considered at one point for 

implementation somewhere in the system, but ultimately discarded. 
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7.5.1 BIPV 

Building Integrated Photovoltaics (BIPV) consists of integrating photovoltaic modules  into the 

building envelope, such as the roof or the facade. The PV modules serve the dual function of 

building skin—replacing conventional building envelope materials—and power generator. By 

avoiding the cost of conventional materials, the incremental cost of photovoltaics is reduced and 

its life-cycle cost is improved. It also adds architectural interest to the building. That is, BIPV 

systems often have lower overall costs than PV systems requiring separate, dedicated, mounting 

systems.                                                                                               

A complete BIPV system includes: 

1. the PV modules (which might be thin-film or crystalline, transparent, semi-transparent, or 

opaque); 

2. a charge controller, to regulate the power into and out of the battery storage bank ; 

3. a power storage system, generally comprised of the utility grid in utility-interactive 

systems or a number of batteries in stand-alone systems; 

4. power conversion equipment including an inverter to convert the PV modules' DC output 

to AC compatible with the utility grid; 

5. backup power supplies such as diesel generators; 

6. appropriate support and mounting hardware, wiring, and safety disconnects. 

BIPV systems can either be interfaced with the available utility grid or they may be designed as 

stand-alone, off-grid systems. The benefits of this power production approach is it saves the 

utility on losses associated with transmission and distribution.  (Strong. S, 2016) 

BIPV can be a good alternative option to be considered for buildings developed in the future at 

George Mason University. 

  

7.5.2 Trackers 

Maximum Power Point Tracking 

Maximum Power Point Tracking, frequently referred to as MPPT, is an electronic system that 

operates the Photovoltaic (PV) modules in a manner that allows the modules to produce all the 

power they are capable of. MPPT is not a mechanical tracking system that “physically moves” 

the modules to make them point more directly at the sun. MPPT is a fully electronic system that 

varies the electrical operating point of the modules so that they are able to deliver maximum 
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available power. Additional power harvested from the modules is then made available as 

increased battery charge current. MPPT can be used in conjunction with a mechanical tracking 

system, but the two systems are completely separate. MPPT is a DC to AC converter which 

operates by taking the DC input from a PV module, changing it to AC and then converting it 

back to a different DC voltage and current to exactly match the PV module to the battery. 

(Cullen. R, 2009) 

MPPT usually comes with micro inverters, but not string inverters or central inverters. There is 

another device that can be added to some string inverter systems that allow for panel level MPPT 

and monitoring – the power optimizer. This requires a small box be attached to the back of a 

panel that works with an inverter, enabling maximum energy harvesting from an array and 

offering enhanced monitoring features. 

Tracking Mounts 

Tracking solar mounts are a more advanced technology for mounting photovoltaic panels. 

Solar trackers automatically move to track the progress of the sun throughout the day, thus 

optimizing the angle facing the sun and the amount of solar radiation. The increase in energy can 

be as much as 10 - 35% depending on location. This technology and reliability in electronics can 

drastically reduce long-term maintenance concerns for tracking systems. Systems deploying this 

technology are more expensive and cost about $.08-.10/W more. Trackers are also ideal for 

systems over 1 MW due to the increased benefits and high costs. 

The disadvantages of the tracking system is that it tends to have higher installation and 

maintenance costs. Because of the constantly moving parts and weather the panel can be more 

susceptible to damage. These trackers are not ideal for rooftops given the weight, therefore, 

putting multiple on one roof would be out of the question; however, trackers can be considered 

for a solar farm. 

There are single-axis and dual-axis trackers. Single-axis trackers are typically aligned north to 

south. This allows the panels to follow the sun from sunrise to sunset. Dual-axis trackers allow 

the panels to move both north to south and east to west. The benefit of this is that it can follow 

the sun throughout the entire year, regardless of the season. 

An example of trackers creating a more efficient system is the Gila Bend solar farm in Arizona. 

In the spring of 2014 this solar farm became the largest solar farm in the state. Similar to 

something we might build at Mason, it is a 50 MW system; however, because it uses SPG Solar 

single axis trackers the system produces close to 25% more energy while only spanning a smaller 

area of 250 acres. 

 

https://www.energymatters.com.au/index.php?main_page=news_article&article_id=3495
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7.5.3 Solar Concentrators 

Fresnel Lenses 

A solar concentrator uses lenses, called Fresnel lenses, which take a large area of sunlight and 

direct it towards a specific spot by bending the rays of light and focusing them. Some people use 

the same principle when they use a magnifying lens to focus the Sun's rays on a pile of kindling 

or paper to start fires. Solar concentrators put one of these lenses on top of every solar cell. This 

allows more focused light to reach each solar cell, making the cells vastly more efficient. 

Concentrators work best when there is a single source of light and the concentrator can be 

pointed right at it. This is ideal in space, where the Sun is a single light source. The solar 

concentrators also have the advantage that the solar cells can be spaced farther apart since light 

can be focused on each cell. This means fewer solar cells are required to generate the same 

amount of energy, and the panels cost less to construct. (Northwestern University) 

Parabolic Mirrors  

The concentration setup with parabolic mirrors requires two mirrors; a collector and a 

concentrator. The first mirror (collector) reflects the incoming rays of sunlight to a focal point in 

the second (concentrator) mirror, which is smaller. Its shape is part of a circular paraboloid - that 

is, the surface generated by a parabola revolving around its axis. The parabolic reflector 

transforms an incoming plane wave traveling along the axis into a spherical wave converging 

toward the focus. Conversely, a spherical wave generated by a point source placed in the focus is 

reflected into a plane wave propagating as a collimated beam along the axis. The concentrator 

then directs the Sun’s rays into the middle of the reflector mirror where the solar cell is located. 

This configuration does not require optical lenses. (Rooij. D, 2015) 

Reflectors  

Concentrator reflectors are straight mirrors with silicone-covered metal that are angled to capture 

sunlight rays. To prevent reflection losses, the mirrors are used in pairs. The angle of inclination 

depends on the latitude of the installation. 

According to new research from Michigan Technological University, the albedo effect caused by 

white snow cover actually helps to increase solar panel efficiency. (Ayre. J, 2012)  Snow on the 

ground can reflect the sunlight back to solar panels, allowing them to produce more electricity 

than even sunny days.  

Luminescent Concentrators  

A luminescent solar concentrator (LSC) is a transparent piece of plastic or glass that has a 

luminescent dye or quantum dots embedded or painted on it. The dye absorbs light and then 

fluoresces creating a glow that propagates by total internal reflection to the edge of the sheet 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plane_wave
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spherical_wave
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Point_source
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where the light is absorbed by a narrow solar cell. This is a promising technology because it 

allows a large collecting area of virtually transparent glass with a comparatively small area of 

expensive solar cells. Luminescent solar concentrators offer a viable alternative, especially in 

large scale architectural applications and transparent LSCs turn windows into smart glass that 

can generate power and darken automatically in sunlight. (Clean Energy Institute, 2017) 

 

7.5.4 Batteries  

Another option for system modification is optimizing energy harvesting through storage. 

Batteries store excess solar energy or cheap utility power can be stored for later use when 

building demands dictate and excess or cheap power is not available. For buildings with demand 

charges, addition of storage has been shown to add value to the PV system.  For now, daytime 

grid electricity prices are typically greater than nighttime, with the exception of early evening. 

As solar penetration increases, there is potential for the “duck curve” problem to change 

this.Storage can have the added benefit of enabling the building to continue to operate critical 

loads during a utility outage. However, solar energy storage is fairly new and batteries are 

largely expensive due to the nature of them. While the cost of solar is decreasing, battery storage 

has not yet caught up with solar prices. In the future, these prices could drop along with solar 

system prices and become more common for large scale projects. Currently, batteries are not 

instrumental in the GMU project. 

8.0 Method of Analysis 

 

8.1 Analysis Overview 

The goal of our analysis was to model the conditions of the George Mason Campus locations that 

were best suitable for solar panels and generate the maximum amount of power in order to 

evaluate the potential for solar as well and calculate the costs to complete this project. Each 

individual site was modeled individually in the National Renewable Energy Labs (NREL) 

System Advisor Model (SAM) to determine generation capacity. These results were fed into our 

cost model, giving us an estimate of how efficiently each site generates electricity.Based on this 

a selection of tiered “packages”, or groupings of locations were created. Some of these were 

based on cost alone, some on visibility, and others integrated the solar farm options.The cost and 

generation results of included sites were combined and 25-year power generation and lifecycle 

NPV estimates were developed.Each grouping was further tested and analyzed in our Power 

Demand Simulation, analyzing its impact on the University’s grid electric demand. 
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8.2 Simulation Requirements 

The following simulation requirements define the functionality we felt was necessary from an 

adequate simulation of our problem. Meeting these will allow us to successfully evaluate our 

designs’ suitability and utility. 

 

Table 8.1: Simulation Requirements 

Req.# Requirement Definition 

SR.1 The simulation shall be capable of evaluating the solar generation capability of a 

proposed solar system. 

SR.2 The simulation shall be capable of differentiating the performance capabilities of 

solar panel models. 

SR.3 The simulation shall be capable of differentiating the performance capabilities of 

solar power inverters. 

SR.4 The simulation shall be capable of evaluating the solar power inverter needs of a 

proposed solar system. 

SR.5 The simulation shall evaluate the impact of local weather on a proposed solar 

system. 

SR.6 The simulation shall evaluate the effect shading will have on a proposed solar 

system. 

SR.7 The simulation shall model the likely demand the University shall place on the 

proposed solar system. 

 

8.3 System Advisor Model  

In order to create the 3D models in System Advisor Model or SAM we began by inputting the 

coordinates of the George Mason campus for the software to get the weather data for the area. 

The NREL National Solar Radiation Database (NSRDB) allows you to download solar resource 

data in the SAM CSV format. A SAM weather file is a text file that contains data describing the 

solar resource or wind resource at a particular location for a period of one year. The SAM 3D 

modeling function uses a sun position algorithm and a three dimensional drawing of the 

photovoltaic array as will as the nearby objects to generate an estimate on shade loss percentages 

and energy generation.  
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To create the 3D model of each site location we began by inputting the coordinates of the 

building or parking lot, then SAM pulls up a Bing Maps aerial view. The three dimensional 

drawing then begins to form as we placed four dimensional shapes such as boxes (buildings), 

Triangular shapes (roofs), and trees onto the map in order to get the shapes and lengths correct of 

the building. Using Google Earth, we measured each of the buildings, trees and surrounding 

objects of each location. Back to SAM, each of the sites were imputed with their  respective 

building and surrounding object heights.  

 

Figure 8.1: Lot C, Google Earth  

 

Figure 8.2. Lot C, SAM Model Bird’s Eye View 
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After the model was created, the next step was to measure and calculate the most efficient 

manner of placing the solar panels either on the roof of the building or in the parking lot as well 

as the most efficient angle that the panels should sit considering their surroundings. Once the 

panels are placed in an efficient location and everything was imputed to scale, we were able to 

analyse the amount of shading that panels would receive over the course of a year. The shade 

loss at a given time is the ratio of the shaded area of the active surface to its total area 

expressed as a percentage. As seen in figure 8.3. Each number is the percentage for how shaded 

the lot is every hour, throughout the year. The darker the read, the more shaded the panels are.  

 

Figure 8.3: Shading Analysis Table From SAM 

Based on the lengths and widths of the solar panels placed into the SAM model, we then 

calculated how many panels would actually fit in that space. This then allowed us to calculate 

how many inverters would be necessary for the particular site. As seen in Table 8.X. Lot C, 

given the SAM model would obtain a lot of shape throughout a year, likely due to the heights of 

the trees in and around it, and it could fit approximately 4,989 panels.  

Table 8.2: Lot C, Model Panel Calculations 

Pan

el 

Leng

th Height 

Tilted 

Height 

Rows 

Landsc

ape 

Rows 

Portrai

t 

Col 

Land

scape 

Col 

Portrait 

Orientati

on rows 

column

s panels 

1 10 96 110.81 105 100 6 9 Portrait 100 9 900 

2 6.29 72.42 83.60 79 75 4 6 Portrait 75 6 450 

3 10 25 28.85 27 25 6 9 Portrait 25 9 225 

5 11.32 52.65 60.78 58 55 7 10 Portrait 55 10 550 

4 7.09 32.66 37.70 36 34 4 6 Portrait 34 6 204 

7 12.08 25 28.85 27 25 7 11 Portrait 25 11 275 

6 7.09 52.65 60.78 58 55 4 6 Portrait 55 6 330 

8 8.06 46.60 53.79 51 48 5 7 Portrait 48 7 336 

9 10 48.27 55.72 53 50 6 9 Portrait 50 9 450 

10 10 57.11 65.92 63 60 6 9 Portrait 60 9 540 
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11 10 45.25 52.23 49 46 6 9 Portrait 46 9 414 

12 10 33.69 38.89 37 35 6 9 Portrait 35 9 315 

          Total 4989 

See Figure 8.X. for an example of the inputs, outputs, and parameters involved in the driving 

force of how we used SAM. 

 

Figure 8.4. SAM Model Diagram 

8.4 Power Demand Simulation 

The second part of our simulation/modeling strategy was to develop our own simulation of how 

a solar power system would fit into the University’s grid power demand. While SAM is an 

excellent tool for determining how much power different sites are capable of generating, it does 

nothing to evaluate how they fit into a customer’s needs. Of particular concern to us in GMU’s 

case is how our solar generation will impact the University’s relationship with Dominion. As 

covered in section 2.3.2, GMU currently receives an extremely competitive grid electric rate, and 

there was a worry that impacting their current demand in an extreme way would lead to an 

increase in that rate, an unintended consequence that could ruin the financial outlook of the 

project. To that end we endeavored to develop a simulation that would estimate demand and 

generation figures for the University and the solar system over the course of its life cycle. These 

could be analyzed not only for how they might impact GMU’s position with Dominion, but in a 

more general solar case how the generation fits into demand, how peaks and variance might 

impact a site, and even to evaluate the potential value of energy storage systems. 
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8.4.1 GMU Demand Modeling 

The first step in the process was to model how much energy GMU can be expected to demand in 

any given how. Our baseline input was the 25-year energy projection we had done in R during 

our context exploration. From that same 13-year dataset we had used for those projections (GMU 

Energy Department 2017) we determined how a year’s demand would be split by different 

months of the year. 

 

Figure 8.5: GMU Monthly Demand, 2004-2016 

However, that was as granular as we could get with that dataset, given it was only broken down 

into months. To get farther, we requested more data from GMU’s Energy Department, and they 

came through with a dataset of kW-peak figures with half-hour fidelity over the entirety of 2017 

and into 2018.All of our previous data had been in kWh measurements (essentially a measure of 

the total electricity usage over a time period), while this new data was in kW-peak (the largest 

instantaneous demand of energy during a time period), which presented some concern. In the end 

it was decided that, given the extreme fidelity of the data, trends in kW-peak would likely follow 

those of total energy usage over a time period. The next subject looked into was how day of the 

week factored into energy usage. 
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Figure 8.6: Energy Usage by Day of the Week 

As shown, there is a noticeable drop in energy demand over the weekend when classes aren’t 

held, but given it was relatively slight we decided modeling it wasn’t worth the added 

complexity; every day in a given month is treated the same, taking an even split of that month’s 

projected demand. We also modeled the school breaks, which also led to significant alterations to 

demand. Again though, it was decided that this most adequately captured in the month-to-month 

adjustments without bringing it into the simulation as an extra evaluation point. 

From here we moved onto hour-by-hour determinations. 
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Figure 8.7. kW-Peak Averages by Time of Day 

As shown, the University’s demand follows a smooth curve, with a peak in the early afternoon 

and a nadir at 4:30am. The percentages of each day’s demand these points represented were used 

to power normal distributions of each hour’s demand, with standard deviations that followed a 

very similar pattern. 

 

Figure 8.8: Standard Deviation of Peak Demand by Time of Day 
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With all of these values, we were able to simulate hourly demand projections from our 

previously calculated annual projections. 

1. Split annual projection by percentage of demand for each month. 

2. Split monthly projection by the number of days in the month. 

3. Evaluate a normally distributed random variable with mean and standard deviation equal 

to the calculated percentage for that hour. 

8.4.2 Solar Generation Modeling 

Developing a model for solar generation proved to be a far more complicated task, depending 

heavily on the chaotic factor of weather. Our input was the monthly solar generation figures from 

our SAM models, which were split evenly over the days of the month. Analyzing several years 

of solar radiation data from a weather station in Manassas (NSRDB 2010), we determined how 

irradiance was distributed over the day. 

 

Figure 8.9: Average Solar Irradiance by Time of Day 

The only oddity was a dip at 1pm that we couldn’t explain, but it proved to be consistent, so we 

accepted it. The real difficulty was in modeling the variance in day-to-day and hour-to-hour 

generation, since that is where the weather truly came into play. We used R to attempt to fit a 
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model to the variations in solar irradiance our panels could expect, based on the same irradiance 

dataset. 

 

Figure 8.10: Cullen and Frey Graph for Model Fitting of Solar Irradiance 

The above Cullen and Frey graph, which attempts to use the Kurtosis (how heavy or light the 

tails of a distribution are) and Skewness (how symmetrical a distribution is) to evaluate the 

appropriate distribution for a dataset, showed our irradiance data to be firmly in the no-man’s 

land of variable beta distributions. Still, an effort was made to fit beta, weibull, and normal 

distributions to the data, without any significant success. As well, we looked online for existing 

models we might use, but existing options such as SATIRE-S (Yeo, Krivova, & Solanki 2017) 

were all fairly complicated to get into, and typically contained assumptions (such as SATIRE-S’s 

regarding the 2D nature of the atmosphere) that rendered their utility for solar power purposes 

questionable. Eventually we shifted from attempting to find the perfect model to figuring out 

what would be “good enough” for our purposes. 
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Figure 8.11: Histogram of Summer Solar Irradiance Readings Between 10am And 3pm 

The above chart is somewhat misleading due to clustering effects, but we settled on a pair of 

truncated normal distributions working in tandem to be an appropriate simplification of the 

system we were observing. This came with some limitations, which will be discussed in the next 

section, but fit reality sufficiently for the purposes we were intending to use the simulation for. 

The two distributions are designed to reflect generally clear / sunny weather, a normal with high 

mean and low standard deviation, and the rest of the generally poor weather, particularly 

centered around cloud cover, with a low mean and high standard deviation. The values of these 

distributions are percentages of a theoretical maximum generation for the hour, based on our 

projected average, the true means of our chosen distributions, and what percentage of the time 

each distribution would be used, which varies by month. These values are summarized below. 
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Table 8.3: Distributions and Equations for Solar Power Generation 

Clear Weather 

(Truncated Normal) 

µ = 85% of max generation 

σ = 7% of max generation 

min = 75% of max 

max = 100% of max 

Not-clear Weather 

(Truncated Normal) 

µ = 30% of max generation 

σ = 20% of max generation 

min = 10% of max 

max = 75% of max 

Max Generation 

 

Finally, to determine the above clear weather vs. not-clear weather percentages, we again turned 

to our Manassas dataset. Evaluated how often each month the irradiance fell within our clear 

weather distributions at each time of day gave us percentages to model a bernoulli selector 

variable on. 
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Figure 8.12. Percentage of the Time Solar Irradiance Fell Within Distribution Levels 

Most of the values were around 0.5, with the early summer months running high and winter 

months low. This gave us our complete generation model. 

8.4.3 Simulation Development 

The demand simulation was coded in Java, utilizing the Random class to power the various 

random variables, based on the following block diagram. 

Figure 8.13. Power Demand Simulation Diagram 
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It is a console-based application using file input and output in the form of comma separated 

value (csv) files. The practical limitation on the number of replications to run comes from the 

size of the output file, as 25 years of hourly figures makes for an extremely large dataset, capable 

of dragging R or Excel’s performance to a standstill. 

8.4.4 Simulation Analysis 

Once the result dataset is generated, we turn to R for our analysis. Given the original motivation 

for the simulation’s development, the first thing we developed was the ability to see how the 

generation impacted GMU’s grid demand at various points in the project. 

Figure 8.14. Demand Simulation Analysis of Grid Demand Replacement by Solar 

These charts show the overall demand of the University at different ranges of the project’s life 

cycle. They show how in the beginning of the project, when demand is low and solar generation 

is at its highest, solar generation (shown in blue, grid power in red) has a significant impact on 

GMU’s demand from the electric grid, heavily reducing midday demand and creating a dip in the 

curve. By the end of the project’s lifecycle, as University expansion has increased demand and 

panel degradation has reduced output, the system has more of a smoothing effect on the curve, 

creating a second low wave at midday instead of a true valley. We were not in a position to 

evaluate the exact impact this might have on the University’s position with Dominion, but if the 

project we were recommending would have this level of impact we would certainly want to 

suggest they have a conversation on the subject. 

Another angle we looked at was the impact of weather variance. We plotted the lower and upper 

quartiles of production against the mean to observe this. 
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Figure 8.15. Demand Simulation Analysis of Upper and Lower Quartile Demand Replacement 

These plots, done over the entire life of the project, show that the significant impact of the first 

five years above would not be an isolated occurrence, but would continue deeper into the project 

- just with less frequency. This is essentially the same problem as above, just making the 

magnitude of its impact clearer. 

While there is a good deal more that can be gleaned from this data. Around this point in 

development our results started coming into focus (details on them can be found later in this 

report) and we realized the demand simulation wasn’t going to have a huge impact on our 

recommendations. At that point our efforts were shifted to higher priority tasks, but developing 

new statistical approaches in R for this data is a relatively trivial process. 

8.4.5 Simulation Limitations 

The primary limitations to the simulation come from the simplicity of the weather model. In 

particular, specific daily results are unable to be pulled due to the lack of correlation. Weather 

from hour-to-hour and even day-to-day is highly correlated; if it’s raining right now there is a 

much greater chance it’s raining in an hour than there is in any random hour. Same with between 

today and tomorrow. Our weather model treats each hour as an isolated event; this is fine in 

aggregate, but fails on more fine-grained inspection. 

Other limitations regard specific timeframes. The demand side of the simulation really only 

differentiates expected values at the month level. December in particular is imprecise - the winter 

holidays around Christmas and New Years are the lightest demand periods of the year, as even 

regular staff are absent from campus. But all holiday breaks are only represented in the lower 

monthly averages, specifics of when students return aren’t considered. As well, as noted 

previously, differences on the weekend weren’t modeled, to avoid the complexity of tracking 

days of the week. 
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These limitations could all be improved with further effort. The demand-side limitations in 

particular would be fairly simple to fix. Obviously, improvements to the weather model would 

require significant development time. 

8.5 Cost Model 

8.5.1 NREL Photovoltaic System Costs 

For our cost model, we turned to the National Renewable Energy Lab, relying on their 2017 

System Cost Benchmark report (Fu et al. 2017). Their installation model included costs of 

panels, inverters, balance of system, installation labor / equipment, engineering/construction, 

permitting, taxes, developer costs, and a small contingency. This outlined in Figure X.X.  

 

Figure 8.16 Commercial Solar System Costs (Fu et al. 2017) 

Similar figures exist for the utility-scale installations used in our solar farm alternatives. Several 

adjustments were made to deal with the specifics of GMU’s situation. First, the modest 

contingency included here was increased to closer to 25%, both to provide actual contingency 

funds, and to cover the added cost of building the system in Virginia (and particularly Northern 

Virginia) as opposed to friendlier solar locations like California or Texas. Second, for our solar 

carport options, an additional $0.50 / Watt DC was added in to cover the cost of the overhead 

frames and installation (Thurston 2015). Annual costs for operation, maintenance, and equipment 

failure / replacement were sourced from the same NREL report. 

This was all compiled in a Google Sheets document, with breakdowns by category for ease-of-

comparison. 
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Figure 8.17. Cost Model Tracking 

The sheet tracked direct and indirect costs, labor and equipment costs, EPC costs, development 

costs, operations and maintenance costs, as well as land and tree removal costs. 

8.5.2 Energy Cost Projections 

For our cost of energy projections we took two approaches and averaged them. The first was to 

simply run a linear regression on GMU’s cost of energy over the 12 years of data we had and 

project that out 25 years. This was our initial approach, but we worried that an assumption of 

continued trends was inadequate. The second was based on the EIA’s current reference 

prediction. 
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Figure 8.18. EIA Electricity Price Projections (EIA 2018) 

The EIA makes projections for a variety of potential scenarios, but their current primary forecast 

calls for continued price increases through 2030 and then a leveling off at that point. We created 

a projection of GMU’s current energy price following a similar trend and averaged it with the 

linear projection to create our overall projection. This seemed like our best option, as the EIA’s 

predictive record has not been  

For wholesale power prices from PJM for use in PPA calculations, we pulled an average value of 

$0.036 / kWh for daylight hours from their latest Virginia State Report (PJM 2017) and scaled it 

by the same factors used in our energy cost projections. 

For the contract price of the PPAs, we turned to the National Renewable Energy Labs’ reporting. 
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Figure 8.19. PPA Contract Price vs. Execution Date 

We settled on using a figure $0.036, a conservative figure reflecting the relative immaturity of 

Virginia’s PPA market. If the University can negotiate a better rate, then that adds extra value. 

8.5.3 Additional Costs  

This section will cover a selection of other costs we believe might be factors in our design. Some 

of them depend on the approach taken, and others simply involve information we don’t currently 

have access to. 

Underground Cabling/Trenching  

As stated before, the GMU system currently has its cabling for the energy system buried 

underground. In the case of the PV system being on campus, the University would likely add the 

cost of burying new cables for it or running through the existing tunnels around the campus.  

Electrical System Upgrades 

In order to install a grid connected solar power system on-site at GMU, the University will need 

to have compatible equipment. Given that some University buildings have been around longer 

than others, it is certainly possible that the University will face the need for electrical upgrades 

before installing a solar power system. In the 2011 Wiley|Wilson study of GMU, the buildings 
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that were analyzed required an estimated $53,000 total in electrical upgrades on select buildings 

and parking structures.  

Structural Upgrades 

Once again, because the campus is aging and expanding, some buildings are older than others. 

Depending on the building chosen for solar integration, there may be a need for structural 

improvements before it can support the weight and dependence of a solar system. The 

Wiley|Wilson study estimated a total of $568,200 in necessary structural modifications on select 

buildings and parking structures. 

Land 

Should an off-site design be selected, the University would likely have to purchase land for it to 

be built upon. While the goal would be to find cheap land in a relatively undeveloped portion of 

the state, the added expense would certainly be a factor. 

8.6 Utility Function and Analysis 

Our utility function is broken into two parts, based on the primary goals of the system: GHG 

Reduction, and Public Relations. These two portions comprise the utility score for each 

alternative, which was then analyzed against their net present value (NPV) in a utility vs. cost 

chart to determine our recommendations. 

8.6.1 GHG Reduction 

The carbon reduction component of the utility function comes from the total power generation of 

the alternative. According to EPA estimates, multiplying by a factor of 7.044*10
-4

 converts the 

amount of kWh energy usage shifted from grid power to solar power into metric tons of GHG 

emissions saved (EPA 2017b). The more of the University’s power demand we can shift from 

grid power to solar power, the more carbon we avoid emitting into the atmosphere. These values 

were then normalized to unity. 

8.6.2 Public Relations 

This component is an attempt to quantify the value moving to renewable power sources will 

provide the University in terms of reputation. Being able to advertise that the University is doing 

its best to protect our environment can be important to potential students and the surrounding 

community. For this, if it was easier to physically see the University’s efforts, the more impact it 

would have on future and present attendees and visitors to campus. Each alternative was rated on 

a subjective 1-10 scale based on its visibility, how much traffic goes by the site, particularly 

visitor traffic, and how valuable it might be otherwise in marketing materials. 
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8.6.3 Weights 

Without direct access to many of the primary system stakeholders, determining appropriate 

weights for the utility function was a struggle. We attempted to justify a variety of different 

approaches, but in the end decided to simply use a 50/50 split, with sensitivity analysis on how 

differing weights might impact our recommendation. 

 

Figure 8.20. Utility Function 

8.6.4 Alternative Utility Approaches 

In the course of completing this project, several other utility approaches were considered and 

eventually discarded. The first was to include the cost in the utility function as a third variable. 

This had the benefit of simplicity, as the system utility becomes a deterministic equation, the 

highest score always wins. Unfortunately real life is never so simple, and the ability to separate 

value added from cost is essential. This approach was scrapped. 

Later in the project, an attempt was made to quantify the value of GHG reduction at the social 

cost of carbon valuation, $42 / metric ton. The utility of GHG reduction was then derived by 

dividing by the NPV cost of the system. 

 

Figure 8.21. Alternate Utility Function Monetizing GHG Reduction 

Under this approach, the efficiency of GHG reduction was valued rather than the raw reduction. 

This has many of the positives we were looking for with our first approach, but the loss of raw 

GHG reduction impact also had unfortunate consequences. Similarly efficient options had the 

same utility, no matter their size. This means that when a utility vs. cost analysis is done, the 

smaller option always comes out ahead. Obviously, this is not the desired result. This approach 

was again scrapped in favor of the simplistic model. 

8.7 Net Present Value (NPV) Calculations 

In order to complete a utility vs. cost analysis, we need the net present value (NPV) of our 

alternatives. We approached our NPV calculations in the standard manner. For the discount rate, 

we assumed bond financing with a 4% interest rate and 2% inflation. 
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Figure 8.22. Basic NPV Formulas 

For the on-campus options, this meant in year 0 the installation and hardware costs were paid. 

Then each year after that had a positive grid savings equivalent to the amount of generation 

multiplied by the cost of grid electricity, as well as costs for operations and maintenance. The 

solar farm options had land purchasing costs in year 0. Each year after that, the University paid 

the contracted rate ($0.042 / kWh) and received back the wholesale value of the energy 

generated. At the end of the 25 years the University received the land cost back, representing 

conservatively that the asset had neither appreciated or depreciated in value. 

The actual calculation process was accomplished in a google sheets document, pulling in the 

generation projection data and cost model estimations and running them out over the 25 year life 

cycle of the system. 
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Figure 8.23. Google Sheet for NPV Calculations 

The cash flows over the entire 25 years were then added together at the end of the sheet. As well 

as our different alternatives, we also ran an NPV calculation purely on doing nothing and the 

cost of buying grid power. This allowed us to measure how much of a difference implementing 

our systems would have on the University’s existing costs. 

9.0 Results 

This section will contain all the results of our analysis, as well as our testing for its sensitivity to 

changing conditions. 

9.1 SAM Results 

The first part of our analysis was modeling each potential solar site in SAM. This section will 

contain archive images of our site models and the results we received. 

9.1.1 Lot K  
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          Figure 9.1.1 Lot K, Google Earth                                     Figure 9.1.2 Lot K SAM 3D 

Model 

                                                                         

Table 9.1.1 Lot K Results 

Panels  7128 

Inverters  20 

NPV -619,892 

Total Output 59,526,701 kWh 

Cost per kWh $0.092 

Upfront Costs $5,471,586 

Visibility  5 
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Offset 1.707 

Saved GHG 44287.87 metric tons of CO2 

Parking lot K is located in the southwest corner of the main side of campus, across Roanoke 

River Lane from EagleBank Arena and across the pond from the Concert Hall and Johnson 

Center. As such, it is one of the most frequent lots for visitors to the campus to park at, and a 

solar tree installation over it would be highly visible to anyone entering campus from Braddock 

Road. We rated it as one of the highest visibility locations on campus, and it featured the second 

highest power output of any of the sites we modeled on-campus. 

9.1.2 Lot C 

         Figure 9.1.2 Lot C Google Earth                                      Figure 9.1.3 Lot C SAM 3D Model 
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Figure 9.1.4 Lot C SAM Birds Eye View 

 

Table 9.1.2 Lot C Results 

Panels  4989 

Inverters 14 

NPV -441,454 

Total Output 40,525,095 kWh 

Cost per kWh $0.094 

Upfront Costs $3,822,741 

Visibility  4 
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Offset 1.162 

Saved GHG  30150.67 metric tons of CO2 

Parking Lot C is located in the southeast portion of the main campus off of Nottoway River Lane 

and just inside the east Braddock Road entrance to campus. The lot is rarely used by visitors to 

campus, but it is visible to the frequent visitor traffic that goes to parking lot A, as well as 

serving as the primary lot for the Aquatic Fitness Center. 

9.1.3 Lot R 

          Figure 9.1.5. Lot R Google Earth                                   Figure 9.1.6. Lot R SAM 3D Model 
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Figure 9.1.7. Lot R SAM Panels Layout 

 

Table 9.1.3. Lot R Results 

Panels  2631 

Inverters 9 

NPV -237,539 

Total Output 20,225,064 kWh 

Cost per kWh $0.102 

Upfront Costs  $2,066,208 

Visibility  2 
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Offset 0.58 

Saved GHG   15047.45 metric tons of CO2 

Parking lot R is located in the southeast corner of the campus, just inside the intersection of 

Braddock and Roberts Roads. It is reserved solely for resident student parking, and as such is 

never seen by visitors unless they are going to the dorms in that section of campus. While solar 

tree installations are highly visible to those in the area, traffic in this portion of campus is limited 

to select resident students. 

9.1.4 Lot A With Trees  

    Figure 9.1.8. Lot A with Trees, Google Earth   Figure 9.1.9. Lot A with Trees, SAM 3D 

Model 
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Figure 9.1.10. Lot A with Trees SAM Panels Layout 

 

Table 9.1.4. Lot A with Trees Results 

Panels  4961 

Inverters 14 

NPV -442,947 

Total Output 38,863,777 kWh 

Cost per kWh $0.098 

Upfront Costs  $3,804,323 

Visibility  5 
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Offset 1.115 

Saved GHG   28914.65 metric tons of CO2 

Parking lot A is located in the southern portion of the main campus, is the largest parking lot on 

campus, and serves as the primary parking lot for events at EagleBank Arena. As such it features 

regular visitor traffic, and is visible from Nottoway, Mataponi, and Po River Lanes, and the east 

Braddock Road entrance to campus. Its potential for solar generation is limited by regular rows 

of interior trees, increasing shading and decreasing available real estate for solar panels. 

9.1.5 Lot A Without Trees 

                                 
Figure 9.1.11. Lot A without Trees SAM Panels Layout 
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Table 9.1.5. Lot A Results 

Panels 9020 

Inverters 26 

NPV -707,273 

Total Output 76,872,254 kWh 

Upfront Costs $6,927,005 

Cost per kWh $0.090 

Visibility 5 

Offset 2.205 

Saved GHG 57192.96 metric tons of CO2 

This model represents parking lot A with the interior trees removed. This both increases the 

available real estate for panels, and decreases the impact of shading on them, increasing both 

output and efficiency for one of the most highly visible parking lots on campus. It has the highest 

generation total of any site we modeled on-campus. 
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9.1.6 Lot I 

+                                

Figure 9.1.12. Lot I Google Earth 

 Figure 9.1.13. Lot I SAM Panels Layout                          Figure 9.1.14. Lot I SAM 3D Model 

 

Table 9.1.6. Lot I Results 
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Panels 4117 

Inverters 12 

NPV -393,105 

Total Output 30,832,885 kWh 

Upfront Costs $3,159,511 

Cost per kWh $0.102 

Visibility 4 

Offset 0.884 

Saved GHG 22939.67 metric tons of CO2 

Parking lot I is a reserved parking lot in the northwestern corner of the main campus. No visitor 

parking is available, and though it has 30-minute parking, its location does not lend itself to 

outside interest. During Fall and Winter months the lot is somewhat visible from Ox Road, 

although trees still obstruct this view. It is, however, visible to traffic along Patriot Circle and 

Aquia Creek Lane. 
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9.1.7 Lot L 

                           

Figure 9.1.15. Lot L Google Earth 

 

                               

Figure 9.1.16. Lot L SAM 3D Model 
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Figure 9.1.17. Lot L SAM Panels Layout 

  

Table 9.1.7. Lot L Results 

Panels 7188 

Inverters 20 

NPV -757,928 

Total Output 52,963,966 kWh 

Upfront Costs $5,517,644 

Cost per kWh $0.104 

Visibility 5 

Offset 1.519 
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Saved GHG 39405.19 metric tons of CO2 

Parking lot L is an overflow general parking lot in the southwest portion of the main campus. 

While it is not ideal for academic traffic, it is directly across from EagleBank Arena and is prime 

parking for events held there. This makes it one of the most heavily trafficked lots for visitors, 

and it is also visible from the Roanoke River / Braddock Road campus entrance. 

9.1.8 Lots P/O/M 

                                 
Figure 9.1.18. Lot P/O/M Google Earth 
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Figure 9.1.19. Lot P/O/M SAM 3D Model 

 

                                
Figure 9.1.20. Lot P/O/M SAM Panels Layout 

Table 9.1.8. Lot P/O/M Results 
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Panels 2829 

Inverters 8 

NPV -181,678 

Total Output 23,448,612 kWh 

Upfront Costs $2,217,162 

Cost per kWh $0.095 

Visibility 4 

Offset 0.673 

Saved GHG 17445.77 metric tons of CO2 

 

Parking lots P, O, and M surround the Field House on the West Campus off of Ox Road and 

University Drive. They serve as the primary lots for the Field House, Track and Field Stadium, 

Spuhler Field, and several other athletic venues. As such, they are a destination for visitor traffic, 

though Mason Athletics are not heavily attended. They are also visible from traffic passing by on 

Ox Road. 
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9.1.9 Lot J With Trees 

Figure 9.1.21. Lot J with Trees Google Earth       Figure 9.1.22. Lot J with Trees SAM 3D Model 

                               
Figure 9.1.23. Lot J with Trees SAM Panels Layout 
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Table 9.1.9. Lot J with Trees Results 

Panels 1572 

Inverters 5 

NPV -130,741 

Total Output 11,242,155 kWh 

Upfront Costs $1,270,078 

Cost per kWh $0.113 

Visibility 3 

Offset 0.322 

Saved GHG 8364.16 metric tons of CO2 

Parking lot J is a reserved parking lot attached to the larger Lot K. As a reserved lot it gets no 

visitor traffic, and its visibility is limited by surrounding trees. It is somewhat visible from 

Patriot Circle, and is right in front of the Mason Global Center and The Globe dining hall. 
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9.1.10 Lot J Without Trees 

                               

Figure 9.1.24. Lot J without Trees SAM 3D Mode 

 

                               
Figure 9.1.25. Lot J without Trees SAM Panels Layout 
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Table 9.1.10. Lot J without Trees Results 

Panels 3366 

Inverters 10 

NPV -194,414 

Total Output 29,438,103 kWh 

Upfront Costs $2,579,200 

Cost per kWh $0.088 

Visibility 3 

Offset 0.844 

Saved GHG  21901.95 metric tons of CO2 

Parking lot J has a relatively dense row of interior trees down its center, and this model assumes 

removing these, increasing both capacity and efficiency of the lot. 
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9.1.11 Alan and Sally Merten Hall 

                  

Figure 9.1.26 Alan and Sally Merten Hall Google Earth 

Figure 9.1.27. Alan and Sally Merten Hall SAM 3D Model     Figure 9.1.28. SAM Panels Layout 
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Table 9.1.11. Alan and Merten Hall Results 

Panels 696 

Inverters 3 

NPV  -18,483 

Total Output 6,704,343 kWh 

Upfront Costs $454,394 

Cost per kWh $0.068 

Visibility 2 

Offset 0.192 

Saved GHG 4988.03 metric tons of CO2 

 

Alan and Sally Merten Hall is located in the northeast corner of the Fairfax campus and is home 

to several of the retail dining options on campus, as well as the administrative offices of the 

senior campus leaders, including President Cabrera. While this does lead to some visitor traffic, 

the building has a high, flat roof, and panels would not likely be very visible from the ground. It 

is also visible from University Drive and Patriot Circle. 
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9.1.12 Aquia Building 

Figure 9.1.29. Aquia Building Google Earth                  Figure 9.1.30. Aquia SAM Panels Layout 

 

                                 

Figure 9.1.31. Aquia Building SAM 3D Model 
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 Table 9.1.12. Aquia Building Results  

Panels 414 

Inverters 2 

NPV -56,509 

Total Output 4,233,703 kWh 

Upfront Costs $308,163 

Cost per kWh $0.073 

Visibility 2 

Offset 0.121 

Saved GHG 3149.88 metric tons of CO2 

 

Aquia is home to academic classrooms and the University Data Center. Located right next to 

SUB I and many of the University Services offices housed there, it sees somewhat frequent 

visitor traffic, but with a high, flat roof, panel visibility would be rather limited. 
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9.1.13 Recreation and Athletic Complex (RAC) 

                               
Figure 9.1.32. Recreation and Athletic Complex Google Earth 

                              
Figure 9.1.33. Recreation and Athletic Complex SAM 3D Models 
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Figure 9.1.34. Recreation and Athletic Complex SAM Panels Layout 

  

Table 9.1.13. Recreation and Athletic Complex Results 

Panels 2731 

Inverters 8 

NPV -347,425 

Total Output 23,959,123 kWh 

Upfront Costs $1,726,836 

Cost per kWh $0.072 
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Visibility 3 

Offset 0.687 

Saved GHG 17825.59 metric tons of CO2 

 

The RAC, located right off the intersection of Campus Drive, and Patriot Circle, is the primary 

gym on campus. Its location allows for somewhat frequent visitor traffic, but visibility is limited 

by flat rooftops. 

9.1.14 Student Union Building I 

Figure 9.1.35. SUB I Google Earth                                       Figure 9.1.36. SUB I SAM 3D Model 
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Figure 9.1.37. SUB I SAM Panels Layout 

Table 9.1.14. SUB I Results 

Panels 1342 

Inverters 6 

NPV -55,740 

Total Output 11,732,479 kWh 

Upfront Costs $877,448 

Cost per kWh $0.075 

Visibility 3 

Offset 0.337 

Saved GHG 8728.96 metric tons of CO2 
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SUB I is one of the primary student centers on campus, and home to many University Services 

offices, as well as a variety of retail dining options. It is one of the most heavily trafficked on-

campus buildings, but extremely high, flat roofs limit the visibility panels would enjoy. 

9.1.15 Center for Arts/Concert Hall 

Figure 9.1.38. Center for Arts Google Earth           Figure 9.1.39. Center for Arts SAM 3D Model 

 

                               
Figure 9.1.40. Center for Arts SAM Panels Layout 
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Table 9.1.15. Center for the Arts Results 

Panels 1104 

Inverters 3 

NPV -64,590 

Total Output 8,872,702 kWh 

Upfront Costs Upfront Costs:  $720,763 

Cost per kWh $0.081 

Visibility 3 

Offset Offset (%): 0.254 

Saved GHG 6601.29 metric tons of CO2 

The Center for the Arts, located in the center of campus off Mason Pond Drive is home to the 

University’s concert hall. Events held there, as well as its central location, lead to heavy visitor 

traffic. It is, however, another tall building with a flat roof, limiting visibility from the ground. 
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9.1.16 EagleBank Arena 

Figure 9.1.41. EagleBank Arena Google Earth        Figure 9.1.42. EagleBank Arena SAM Layout 

  

                            
Figure 9.1.43. EagleBank Arena SAM 3D Model 
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Table 9.1.16. Eagle Bank Arena Results 

Panels 3320 

Inverters 14 

NPV -293,772 

Total Output 23,507,700 kWh 

Upfront Costs $2,036,107 

Cost per kWh $0.087 

Visibility 5 

Offset 0.674 

Saved GHG 17489.73 metric tons of CO2 

EagleBank Arena is the primary event center on campus, and home to the University’s premier 

athletics team, basketball. As such it is the primary destination of visitor traffic on campus, and 

is surrounded on all sides by the campus’ largest parking lots. It is also visible to traffic on 

Roanoke River and Po River Lanes. While it has a high, flat roof, this is somewhat mitigated by 

the extreme distance it is frequently viewed from. It would also play well in marketing materials, 

particularly aerial shots. 
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9.1.17 Johnson Center 

   Figure 9.1.44. Johnson Center                       Figure 9.1.45. Johnson Center SAM Panels Layout 

  

                                             

Figure 9.1.46. Johnson Center SAM 3D Model 
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Table 9.1.17. Johnson Center Results 

Panels 1901 

Inverters 7 

NPV -211,722 

Total Output 11,632,652 kWh 

Upfront Costs $1,224,152 

Cost per kWh $0.105 

Visibility 4 

Offset 0.334 

Saved GHG 8654.69 metric tons of CO2 

The Johnson Center is the primary student center on campus, and home to many of the retail 

dining options on campus, as well as a variety of University Services, Gateway Library, the 

Dewberry Event Hall and a wide variety of conference rooms. It is the center of campus and 

features heavy visitor traffic, however the high, flat roof and awkward shape due to the atrium 

limit visibility from the ground. Pictures of the building and its panels would, however, play well 

in University marketing materials, as well as ground-level information posters or the like. 
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9.1.18 West Campus Lot  

                                     
Figure 9.1.47. West Campus parking lot using Google Earth 

 

                                         

Figure 9.1.48 West Campus SAM 3D Model 
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Figure 9.1.49 West Campus SAM Panels Layout 

 

Table 9.1.18. West Campus Results 

Panels 3870 

Inverters 11 

NPV -283,890 

Total Output 33,382,967 kWh 

Upfront Costs $2,966,080 
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Cost per kWh $0.089 

Visibility 3 

Offset 0.957 

Saved GHG 24836.93 metric tons of CO2 

The West Campus parking lot is located on the west campus off of Braddock Road. It serves 

primarily as parking for financially challenged student drivers, though it is also the primary 

parking for the tennis courts, several intramural fields, and the softball stadium. The lot is highly 

visible from Campus Drive, but is not a frequent destination for visitor traffic. 

9.1.19 Mason Pond Parking Deck 

                                      
Figure 9.1.50. Mason Pond Parking Deck Google Earth 
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Figure 9.1.51 Mason Pond Parking Deck SAM 3D Model 

                                     
Figure 9.1.52 Mason Pond Parking Deck SAM 3D Model Layout 
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Table 9.1.19. Pond Parking Deck Results 

Panels 66 

Inverters  3 

NPV -11,713 

Total Output 7,264,728 kWh 

Upfront Costs $639,887 

Cost per kWh $0.088 

Visibility 4 

Offset 0.208 

Saved GHG 5404.96 metric tons of CO2 

Mason Pond parking deck is located in the center of the campus and serves as the primary 

parking for visitors to the Johnson Center, SUB I, and Center for the Arts, as well as other 

central buildings. Limiting its visibility is that the panels would be located on the top level of the 

large lot, where visitors aren’t typically sent, and the surrounding tree cover. 
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9.1.20 Shenandoah Parking Deck 

                            

 Figure 9.1.53. Shenandoah Parking Deck from Google Earth 

 

                          

 Figure 9.1.54. Arena SAM 3D Model 
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Table 9.1.20. Shenandoah Parking Deck Results 

Panels 650 

Inverters 10 

NPV -15,361 

Total Output 260,525.40 kWh 

Upfront Costs $527,810 

Cost per kWh $0.091 

Visibility 5 

Offset 0.166 

Saved GHG 193.83 metric tons of CO2 

Shenandoah Parking Deck, located in the southeast portion of campus, serves as the primary 

parking destination for visitors to the Volgenau School of Engineering and Research Hall, among 

other buildings in that portion of campus. The long sight lines and some elevation around the 

deck mitigates the penalty from the panels being located at the top of a large, flat building, as 

well as the elevated nature of solar tree installations. 
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9.1.21 Rappahannock River Parking Deck 

                                        
Figure 9.1.55. Rappahannock Parking Deck from Google Earth 

                                      
Figure 9.1.56. Rappahannock Parking Deck SAM Panels Layout 
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Table 9.1.21. Rappahannock River Parking Deck Results 

Panels  7182 

Inverters  20 

NPV -712,916 

Total Output 54,633,394 kWh 

Upfront Costs $6,109,352 

Cost per kWh $0.112 

Visibility 5 

Offset 1.567 

Saved GHG 40647.25 metric tons of CO2 

Rappahannock River is the largest of GMU’s three parking decks, and serves as the only general 

lot on the northern half of the main campus. It is the primary parking lot of any visitors to that 

half of campus. Among the on-campus sites modeled, only parking lots A and K were capable of 

more solar generation than Rappahannock. 
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9.1.22 Dorms 1 

                                    

Figure 9.1.57. Dorms 1 SAM 3D Model 

 

                                           

Figure 9.1.58. Dorms 1 SAM Panels Layout 
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Table 9.1.22. Dorms 1 Results 

Panels  792 

Inverters 3 

NPV -61,894 

Total Output 5,635,050 kWh 

Upfront Costs $517,068 

Cost per kWh  $0.092 

Visibility 4 

Offset 0.162 

Saved GHG 4192.48 metric tons of CO2 

Dorms 1 include Blue Ridge, Sandbridge, Piedmont, and Tidewater. These building have a 

similar structure including size and rooftops. They are in close proximity to each other so they 

have been grouped together. Located behind Fenwick Library, they are visible to both vehicle 

and pedestrian traffic along Chesapeake River Lane, and their sloped roofs allow for high 

visibility of rooftop solar panels. 
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9.1.23 Dorms 2 

                                  
Figure 9.1.59. Dorms 2 SAM Panels Layout 

                                 
Figure 9.1.60. Dorms 2 SAM 3D Model  
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Table 9.1.23. Dorm 2 Results 

Panels  504 

Inverters  2 

NPV -55,156 

Total Output 3,349,887 kWh 

Upfront Costs $359,525 

Cost per kWh  $0.107 

Visibility 4 

Offset 0.096 

Saved GHG  2492.32 metric tons of CO2 

Dorms 2 include: Northern Neck and Hampton Roads. These buildings are very close to each 

other and share a similar roof size and slope, thus grouped together. Located across from 

Rappahannock River Parking Deck, panels situated on their sloped roofs would be highly visible 

to pedestrian traffic moving towards or from the center of campus. Though the buildings are 

along Patriot Circle, the panels would face away from vehicular traffic. 
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9.1.24 60 Acres 

                                                              

Figure 9.1.61. 60 Acre SAM Model 

 

Table 9.1.24. 60 Acre Results 

Panels 82536 

Inverters 130 

NPV -16,511,997 

Total Output 760,641,907kWh 

Upfront Costs $39,933,596 
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Cost per kWh $0.052 

Visibility 1 

Offset 21.816 

Saved GHG 565917.58 metric tons of CO2 

 

9.1.25 120 Acres 

                                                            

Figure 9.1.62. 120 Acre SAM Model 
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Table 9.1.25. 120 Acre Results 

Panels 165080 

Inverters 250 

NPV -31,359,912 

Total Output 1,473,546,955kWh 

Upfront Costs $71,778,110 

Cost per kWh $0.049 

Visibility 1 

Offset 42.263 

Saved GHG 1096318.93 metric tons of CO2 

 

9.2 Site Groupings 

Based on the results of the simulation, we combined multiple portions of our major design 

alternatives into “packages” of sites. We grouped the sites into groups based on efficiency, cost, 

and visibility. We grouped them based on efficiency to assess the impact of reducing GMU’s 

carbon emissions as much as possible. Also grouped by cost to make a difference while being a 

minimal financial burden on the University. Still another might include all of the highest 

visibility alternatives to maximize the impact of the system on visitors to campus. All of these 

different packages would then make up our test sample for the second phase of simulation. 
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9.2.1 Efficiency 

Table 9.2.1. Grouping 

                                       

The first combination groups our on-site solar installation based on the cost per kWh for each 

site. Sites are grouped as follow: 

The top category highlighted in green are the locations with the most efficient energy generations 

based on our calculations.These locations ranging from $0.068-$0.081/kWh; all less then 

$.085/kWh. 
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The second category highlighted in green and blue are the locations with the highest and medium 

efficient energy generations based on our calculations. These locations ranging from $0.087-

$0.095/kWh; all less than $.10/kWh. 

 
● Red, Blue, and Green: All proposed sites  

Figure 9.2.2. Efficiency of Modeled Sites Map 
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9.2.2 Visibility  

 

Figure 9.2.3. Visibility Groupings Site Map 

These combinations group the sites with the highest visibility (5) to lowest visibility (1). 

Visibility is based on Public Relation score subjectively assigned by the team. The purpose for 

ranking the sites on visibility is because of the potential for public relations or PR which is a 

“strategic communication process that builds mutually beneficial relationships between 

organizations and their public.” the ranking of each site was assessed by the amount of traffic 

near or into the building or parking lot. Locations such as EagleBank, Lot A, Lot K, Lot L, 

Rappahannock Parking Deck, Pond Parking Deck, and Shenandoah Parking Deck. Receive a lot 

of activity due to the events held on campus. The ground level of Lot A, Lot K, and Lot L would 

also allow for the solar panel to be seen by passing cars.   

● Yellow and White (Small Visibility): EagleBank and lot K 

 

● Yellow (High Visibility): EagleBank, Lot A, Lot K, Lot L, Rappahannock Parking Deck, 

Pond Parking Deck, Shenandoah Parking Deck.  
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9.2.3 Solar Farm Combinations 

 

Figure 9.2.4. Solar Farm, image courtesy Popular Mechanics 

 

As well, we considered pairing the larger solar farm with the previously outlined small visibility-

based grouping to allow for both the efficient energy generation of the farm and the PR potential 

of an on-campus solar installation.  

 

● Option 1: 60 Acre 

● Option 2: 120 Acre 

● Option 3: 120 Acre + Small Visibility (Eagle Bank + Lot K) 

9.3 Power Demand Simulation Analysis 

In the end, this simulation was coming together at the same time as our primary results were 

taking shape, and one of the clear takeaways was that the utility-scale off-campus approaches 

were going to perform significantly better than the on-campus options. Given this simulation has 

no impact on those alternatives, effort on the analysis of its results was moved to the back-

burner. When it became further clear that the on-campus options simply cost too much at present 

time, the continued effort just never really materialized. As a show of the potential and intent of 

this simulation, we will be going through some preliminary analysis on the all on-campus, 

medium efficiency, and small visibility groupings, as we believe those to be the most relevant for 

a potential future where on-campus solar is a goal. 
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9.3.1 All On-Campus 

Figure 9.x. Electricity Replacement Over Life of Project of All On-Campus Grouping 

Shown here is the simulated mean electricity replacement of the all on-campus grouping over 

different periods of the project. The overall curve is GMU’s demand at each point, the blue is the 

solar generation, and the red is the grid demand left over. As can be seen, the system has a very 

clear impact on the campus’ electricity demand curve in the beginning of the project, leading to a 

very significant drop during the middle of the day. We are unsure what impact this might have 

with the University’s relationship with Dominion, since we are uncertain what exactly it is that 

Dominion values. If it is the steady and consistent demand GMU puts out, then this represents a 

potential forthcoming problem between them. However, if it is the steady overnight demand in 

particular that Dominion values, as daytime electricity is still typically valued higher than 

nighttime, then there is the potential that this project actually improves the University’s demand 

curve from Dominion’s perspective. We simply aren’t in a position to know this, but before a 

project like this was undertaken, it would certainly behoove the decision makers to be better 

informed on the topic than we are. 

Figure 9.x. Upper Quartile, Mean, and Lower Quartile Generation of All On-Campus Grouping 

Our main takeaway from these plots of the typical range generation can take is that while the 

extreme average impact of the system’s effect on grid draw may decline, there will still be days 
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when it is having that large an impact well into the system’s lifecycle. This makes understanding 

the impact on the University’s relationship with Dominion even more imperative. 

9.3.2 Medium Efficiency 

Figure 9.x. Electricity Replacement Over Life of Project of Medium Efficiency Grouping 

The impact of the medium efficiency grouping is far more subtle, working more as a leveling 

effect than a gouging one. At this point, the midday drop likely isn’t a huge concern, but there is 

still the question of the University’s draw having increased variability to consider. That will be 

shown better in the next series. 

Figure 9.x. Upper Quartile, Mean, and Lower Quartile Generation of Medium Eff. Grouping 

These figures again make it clear that the variability is more extreme than the previous mean 

graphs can display. While this project wouldn’t drastically shift the University’s demand curve, 

it does greatly increase its variability, and this could be just as important a consideration. 
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9.3.3 Small Visibility 

Figure 9.x. Electricity Replacement Over Life of Project of Small Visibility Grouping 

In this case the change is almost more of a rounding error, smoothing the sharp daytime peak out 

slightly. This project would likely be implemented only as a complement to a solar farm 

installation, and that shows here; on the level GMU demands, there simply isn’t all that much 

electricity being generated. 

Figure 9.x. Upper Quartile, Mean, and Lower Quartile Generation of Small Visibility Grouping 

Even here, the variability is relatively slight. The project would increase the variability of 

GMU’s grid demand, but in all likelihood not by a great deal. Even the upper quartile of results 

still represent only a sliver being taken out. 

In the end, our conclusion is simply that care must be taken. A conversation with Dominion 

around these graphs would likely lead to all the expanded knowledge necessary, we simply don’t 

know where exactly their priorities lie. 
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9.4 NPV Analysis 

The results of our NPV analysis are summarized in the following table. 

Table 9.4.1. NPV Analysis 

Grouping NPV % Increase 

High Efficiency -$1,700,000 0.9% 

Med. Efficiency -$7,300,000 8.8% 

All On-Campus -$28,300,000 14.9% 

Small Visibility -$4,100,000 2.2% 

Large Visibility -$15,800,000 8.3% 

600 Acre Farm -$5,700,000 3.0% 

480 Acre Farm -$4,600,000 2.4% 

120 Acre Farm -$1,100,000 0.6% 

60 Acre Farm -$600,000 0.3% 

120 Acre Farm & Small Vis. -$5,300,000 2.8% 

Do Nothing $0  

The 480 and 600 acre farm estimates were developed after primary project completion. The 

analysis that went into them was less robust than other treatments. 

Of particular note is how much cheaper the solar farm options appear than the on-campus 

options, given for the most part they also provide more power. 
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9.5 Utility Analysis 

Table 9.5.1. Utility Analysis 

Grouping GHG Reduction GHG Utility Visibility 

Utility 

Total Utility 

High Efficiency 40 kilotons CO2e 0.079 0.3 0.189 

Med. Efficiency 270 kilotons CO2e 0.513 0.8 0.656 

All On-Campus 400 kilotons CO2e 0.760 1 0.880 

Small Visibility 60 kilotons CO2e 0.118 0.5 0.309 

Large Visibility 210 kilotons CO2e 0.399 0.7 0.549 

120 Acre Farm 460 kilotons CO2e 0.882 0.1 0.491 

60 Acre Farm 230 kilotons CO2e 0.443 0.1 0.272 

120 Acre Farm & 

Small Vis. 

520 kilotons CO2e 1.000 0.6 0.800 

Do Nothing 0 0 0 0 

The highest utility option is the full all on-campus grouping, unsurprising given the excellent 

visibility it provides. Following that are the mixed solar farm/on campus option, the medium 

efficiency on-campus grouping, and then the 120 acre solar farm. 
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9.6 Final Results 

The combination of our final results are summarized in the table below. 

Table 9.6.1 Summary of Results 

Grouping 25-Year 

Power 

Gen. 

25-Year GHG 

Reduction 

% GHG 

Reduction 

Visibility 

Rating 

Utility 

Score 

25-Year NPV % Cost 

Increase 

All On-Campus 535 

GWh 

400 kilotons CO2e 15.3% 10 0.889 -$28,300,000 14.9% 

120 Acre Farm & 

Small Vis. 

704 

GWh 

520 kilotons CO2e 20.2% 6 0.800 -$5,300,000 2.8% 

Med. Efficiency 361 

GWh 

270 kilotons CO2e 10.4% 8 0.585 -$7,300,000 8.8% 

Large Visibility 281 

GWh 

210 kilotons CO2e 8.0% 7 0.554 -$15,800,000 8.3% 

120 Acre Farm 621 

GWh 

460 kilotons CO2e 17.8% 1 0.501 -$1,100,000 0.6% 

Small Visibility 83 GWh 60 kilotons CO2e 2.4% 5 0.299 -$4,100,000 2.2% 

60 Acre Farm 312 

GWh 

230 kilotons CO2e 8.9% 1 0.277 -$600,000 0.3% 

High Efficiency 56 GWh 40 kilotons CO2e 1.6% 3 0.190 -$1,700,000 0.9% 

Do Nothing 0 GWh 0 kilotons CO2e 0.0% 0 0.000 $0 0.0% 

None of the on-campus options met our mission requirement goals, all failing on the point of 

cost, and many of them not reaching our GHG reduction goals either. This leaves just the solar 

farm inclusive options as reasonable alternatives to consider, as they provide significant GHG 

reduction without requiring an extreme investment. 
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Figure 9.x Utility vs. Cost 

Our utility vs. cost chart highlights in particular the solar farm options along the Pareto frontier. 

Our analysis makes it clear that an off-campus utility-scale approach makes a far more logical 

investment than any of the on-campus options. 

9.7 Sensitivity Analysis 

We undertook two major forms of sensitivity analysis, first measuring the potential impact of 

changing factors on our NPV analysis, and second observing how utilizing alternate weights in 

our utility function would impact our recommendation. For the first we varied a variety of 

system cost factors by margins our research indicated had reasonable potential to be observed in 

the near future. This was done on the medium efficiency on-campus option because it was the 

closest on-campus choice to being a viable mixture of size and efficiency. 
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Figure 9.7.1. NPV Sensitivity Analysis 

By far the factor our results are most sensitive to is the cost of grid electricity. This study 

indicated that a $42 carbon tax (leading to a roughly $0.021/kWh increase - Marron, Toder & 

Austin 2015:3) would immediately bring the system into a similar cost range the solar farms 

currently sit in, and a slightly larger $0.025/kWh increase would make the system cost neutral. 

While other factors had significant impact, it would take a concerted drop across all of them to 

match the potential influence the electricity rate could exert. 

 

 

Figure 9.7.2. Utility Sensitivity Analysis 
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Our utility sensitivity analysis indicated largely what we expected it would: the more weight 

placed on visibility the stronger the on-campus options perform, and the more weight on 

reducing GHG emissions means the stronger the solar farm approaches appear. 

 

9.8 Verification and Validation 

This section contains our effort at developing a plan for verifying our efforts match our goals and 

validating that they accomplish what the stakeholders of our project desire. 

9.8.1 Verification 

The primary component of our verification plan is our requirements verification matrix. We used 

our requirements to define exactly what our system needed to accomplish, and verifying that we 

met them should give us a good idea that we are on target. 

Table 9.8.1: Requirements Verification Matrix 

Req ID Requirement Text Eval Type Eval Description 

MR.1 

The system shall reduce or offset the 

University's greenhouse gas emissions 

by at least 200,000 metric tons over 25 

years, with a goal of 2,500,000. 

Simulation 

The results of our simulation will allow us to 

determine the amount of GHG reduction from 

regular utility power. 

MR.2 
The system shall cost the University at 

most $0.10 per kWh over its lifecycle. 
Simulation 

The results of our simulation will allow us to 

measure the cost efficiency of an alternative 

power generation. 

MR.3 

The system shall enhance the 

reputation and aesthetic of the 

University. 

Survey 

A survey will be conducted to determine if 

current university stakeholders believe our 

proposed system will be beneficial to the 

university's reputation and aesthetic. 

MR.4 
The system shall not inconvenience the 

current student/faculty environment 
Survey 

A survey will be conducted to determine if our 

proposed system will be a problem for 

university stakeholders. XX% must believe it 

will not for a pass. 

FR.1 
The system shall convert solar 

radiation to 120V alternating current 
Inspection 

Determine if the system plan includes the 

required components to accomplish this, 

primarily solar collection and power inverters. 

FR.2 
The system shall be linked to the local 

power grid 
Inspection 

Determine if the system plan includes 

mechanism to accomplish this. 

FR.3 

The system shall be capable of selling 

excess power generated back to the 

utility power grid 

Inspection 
Determine if the system plan includes grid-tie 

components. 

DR.1 The system shall have a functional life Inspection Determine if all components of the system plan 
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cycle of at least 20 years. have a lifespan of at least 20 years or their 

replacement is factored into plan. 

DR.2 

The system shall adhere to Virginia’s 

legal code regarding PV installations, 

licensing, and equipment standards 

Inspection 

Determine if all plans and component 

combinations meet requirements and standards 

as outlined 

DR.3 

The system shall contain ground-fault 

protection in accordance with NEC 

690.5 

Inspection 
Determine if the system plan includes ground-

fault protection component 

DR.4 

The system shall be capable of 

withstanding 20 pounds per cubic foot 

of accumulated snow 

Inspection 

Determine if all components of the system plan, 

particularly solar panels and associated 

mounting mechanisms, are rated as capable of 

doing so. 

DR.5 

The system shall not obstruct roads or 

pathways under normal operating 

conditions 

Inspection 
Determine if any road or path is obstructed by 

the plan. 

 

9.8.2 Validation 

Developing a plan for validating our system was complicated for us. We don’t truly have a direct 

relationship with the “customer” of our project in this context, though there have been members 

of the University’s administration that have expressed interest in the project. Nor can we actually 

build our system and test how it meets the goals we were given. That said, our primary sponsor is 

in fact our professor and faculty advisor, Dr. Donohue. How well we’ve accomplished our task 

will be reflected in how he feels about our project. 

The main validation however came in the form of our results. Our system does in fact reduce the 

University’s greenhouse gas emissions, our primary goal. The secondary goal of public relations 

is harder to quantify, but doing the first should provide benefit in that area. Our modeling efforts 

match expectations based on real-life results. 
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10.0 Recommendation 

Following our analysis, we believe that utility-scale solar power generation is a viable, bordering 

on necessary, approach that the University should take to reduce its impact on the environment. 

For a minimal increase in projected energy costs the University could significantly offset its 

GHG emissions while at the same time gaining valuable insurance against the potential of 

dramatic cost increases for grid electricity. Our modeled 120 acre solar farm represents one 

potential approach, but smaller, larger, or even multiple solar farms would provide scalable 

impact. Further testing showed that even a 600 acre farm, capable of offsetting the University’s 

entire emissions portfolio (not just from electricity), would increase projected energy costs by 

only 3%. Developing a solar farm quickly, while the full impact of the Investment Tax Credit 

(ITC) can still be felt, is the strongest recommendation we have coming out of this project. 

Alongside this, if the public relations and educational impact of on-campus solar panels is 

deemed to hold significant value, putting solar panels on EagleBank Arena and parking lot K 

allows for a high degree of visibility at a fairly reasonable cost. 

Finally, while we do not believe the cost of widespread solar installations on campus is currently 

justified, we note that this is by no means guaranteed to remain true. The potential for a carbon 

tax to be implemented, at either the state or federal level, is very real, and that is hardly the only 

threat to the current energy environment. Global politics, conflicts, or environmental disasters 

could all conspire to potentially change the landscape from that analyzed here. Given that, we 

also recommend that the University take steps to prepare itself for a future where on-campus 

power generation does make sense, and develop at least rudimentary plans for how that would 

change their approach going forward. Even with enough solar farm output to offset 100% of 

campus emissions, there could still exist both environmental and financial benefit from reducing 

the University’s reliance on the grid. 
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11.0 Project Planning Artifacts 

The following sections contain the various artifacts created to keep the project moving smoothly 

and efficiently towards its end goal of delivering a satisfactory product to our sponsor. This 

includes project planning, risk identification and mitigation, budgeting, and project tracking. 

11.1 Work Breakdown Structure 

Our work breakdown structure identified eleven major sections of work to be accomplished. 

Several of these, particularly the management, presentation, and documentation tasks, include 

tasks accomplished throughout the whole year. Others were performed sequentially as we 

developed the project. 

The management section includes both the routine and ongoing management of the project, as 

well as several of the initial project development and planning tasks. The research section covers 

the phase of the project where we gathered sequentially more focused information on our 

problem and intended solutions to it. The CONOPS section includes the process of 

understanding our problem and how to go about combating it. The originating requirements 

portion contains the different requirements we developed to guide and eventually verify the 

designs we came up with. The next section is where we actually developed the architecture and 

specific alternatives to solve our problem. The simulation section includes designing and 

developing the simulation we used to evaluate our designs. The testing and analysis section 

covers the process of using our simulation to evaluate how well our designs performed. Then the 

business section includes performing sensitivity analysis and developing our recommendation to 

the university. The presentation and documentation sections cover the creation of the various 

materials we needed to showcase our work. Finally, the competition section covers the 

preparation and time spent showing off our efforts at the end of the year.  
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Figure 11.1: Work Breakdown Structure 
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11.2 Project Schedule 

Our project schedule was developed as a Gantt chart in Microsoft Project. It was used both to 

direct our efforts and help track results as the year progressed. It includes all the tasks from our 

WBS, scheduled for both the expected hours of effort for completion and the time frame over 

which we planned to work on them. 

The beginning phase of our project focused on doing the initial research into our problem, 

developing the various management artifacts of this section, and preliminary work on our 

concept of operations. From there we began developing requirements for our proposed system. 

As we completed requirements and CONOPS work, we moved into architecture and more 

technical research. Then we moved into developing our proposed alternatives, and working on 

the presentation for the faculty. Finally, we shifted into creating this report. That brought us to 

the end of the first semester. 

As we moved into winter break, the plan was to be finishing up our research and beginning work 

on our models and simulation. We then would collect the data needed for the SAM models, as 

well as instantiate our physical architecture so we could begin putting them together at the 

beginning of the Spring semester. As well, we would be beginning our work into the power 

demand simulation. 

Then, in the next semester, we would work quickly to finish development of our models / 

simulation. That would allow us to work on testing and sensitivity analysis before beginning our 

business analysis. From there we would move into creating our final presentations and report and 

getting anything done that we fell behind on. 

As we will get into in coming sections, we fell quite a bit behind over winter break, but the plan 

was still valuable to sort what needed to be worked on when, and of course track our progress. 
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Figure 11.2: Gantt Chart (1 of 2) 
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Figure 11.3: Gantt Chart (2 of 2)  
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11.3 Critical Path / Milestones 

 

Figure 11.4: Project Critical Path 

The figure above shows the critical path we identified with the major milestones we 

accomplished throughout the project. The accomplishment of these tasks on time was crucial to 

the completion of the project. The tasks included the problem statement, mission requirements, 

functional and design requirements, the functional architecture and physical architecture, design 

alternatives, final simulation, alternatives testing, sensitivity analysis, and final recommendation. 

11.4 Project Risks / Mitigation 

This section will go over the various risks to project success we identified, our analysis of their 

threat level, and the efforts we took to mitigate their potential consequences. 

11.4.1 Project Risk Identification 

Data / Information from GMU: An important part of this project is having accurate data that 

can be evaluated for cost and energy benefit analysis. A risk that this project faced is not having 

access to George Mason’s energy, cost, or facilities setup data. There were many potential 

roadblocks to finding the data that was necessary. 

Losing a Team Member: Just as in the work force, a worker can meet obstacles in their life that 

could force them to leave the project. A student could be forced to drop the class midway 

through the project or team members could simply become otherwise occupied with life or 

school obligations and fail to meet the expectations this project places upon them. 

Weather: Another risk we faced was weather. A bad snowstorm or hurricane could hinder the 

amount of time that we had to meet and work on the project. Severe weather can halt work due to 

discomfort as well as safety issues. 
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Gathering Accurate Pricing Data: Much of the information the team found for price estimation 

was very general.  Different companies offer different prices estimates and an accurate price for 

a commercial project can be difficult to find. Most rely on an individual site survey that we are 

unable to procure. The cost analysis section of our project could have faced accuracy issues if 

our data collection wasn’t up to the task. 

Project Complexity: Sometimes the complexity of a project can be unexpected. Without a 

concrete plan, solutions to a project are over thought or the options are endless, and it can be 

easy to get lost in the minutiae of the project. A team can be overwhelmed with the research and 

over complicate their solution. 

Mason’s Changing Facility Plans: As the team developed the alternatives for the project, 

current plans for George Mason’s expansion and development could have emerged to cause the 

team to reconsider the design alternatives. Before any plans were made concrete, the team 

needed to be aware of any pre-existing expansion plans the University had, or its solution could 

have been obsolete before it was even conceived. 

Poor Leadership: Poor leadership can have several negative effects on a project. Poor 

leadership can slow morale, cause group problems, or delay the process of the project. Failure in 

this area is often reflected in low worker productivity. Poor leadership comes with a price; 

namely, hours spent correcting mistakes, money wasted on unproductive performance, costs 

associated with high staff turnover, and wasted talent. 

Utility Function Inaccuracy: The weights for our utility function were poorly defined based 

almost entirely on guesstimations by the team, as determining the balance between cost, 

environmental impact, and public relations potential was complicated. This positioned us to 

make the wrong recommendation, even were our design and analysis to be perfect. 

Simulation / Modeling: The potential existed to get bogged down in creating perfect models and 

simulations, losing track of the other aspects of the project, and particularly of the time we had to 

complete it. This could have lead us to reach our deadline without having a true result to report. 

11.4.2 Project Risk Analysis 

To evaluate the potential danger these risks posed to our project, we performed a Failure Mode 

Effects Analysis (FMEA), giving us Risk Priority Numbers (RPNs) for each risk to help in 

prioritizing its mitigation. 
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  Failure Severity Likelihood Detection RPN 

Utility Function Inaccuracy 7 7 7 343 

Simulation / Modeling 9 4 8 288 

Gathering Accurate Pricing Data 7 8 4 224 

Changing Facility Plans 6 6 6 216 

Data/Information from GMU 6 7 2 84 

Poor Leadership 8 3 3 72 

Project Complexity 5 2 6 60 

Losing Time to Weather, Etc 2 8 1 16 

Losing a Team Member 10 1 1 10 

Table 11.1: Project Risk FMEA 

11.4.3 Project Risk Mitigation 

For our most important identified risk, the utility function, our mitigation strategy existed in the 

detailed sensitivity analysis we intended to do. Should our weights be inaccurate, we would still 

be providing the University all the information it required to make an appropriate decision about 

our project. Handling the risk of simulation taking over the project was more complicated, and 

the best approach we came up with was simple awareness. We knew it was a threat, so we kept 

careful track of our progress and where we needed to be at all times. For our last two major 

identified risks, gathering accurate pricing data and dealing with changing facility plans, our 

primary strategy was to contact as many people as possible. We tried to find solar contractors 

willing to give us detailed information, scoured the web for sources on normal figures and even 

approximations, whatever we could find to help us have the best pricing data possible. For 

GMU’s plans, we again did our best to be in contact with the appropriate people, and read all 

projections and strategy documents we could find that the University put online. 

For our lesser risks, the mitigation plan mostly consisted of awareness. Being self-starters, and 

constantly pushing to get things done could have helped avoid many problems from poor 
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leadership. Always being aware of where the project was and our current responsibilities to it 

would defang both any potential threat from mother nature, and help eliminate the threat of 

losing ourselves in the little things. Finally, simply hoped the last issue, the loss of a member of 

our team, didn’t come up. If it had happened we would have done our best to distribute the 

workload, simplify where possible, and still accomplish our goals as quickly as possible. 

11.5 Budget 

Our budgeting figures were derived thusly: 

Table 11.2: Hourly Billable Rate 

Direct Pay $20 / hour 

100% Overhead $20 / hour 

20% Fringe Benefits $4 / hour 

20% Accounting $4 / hour 

10% Profit $2 / hour 

TOTAL:  $50 / hour billable 

Taking rounded hour estimates for each major WBS task heading from our project plan, we 

developed our overall project budget based on this figure. 

Table 11.3: Project Budget 

WBS Task Name Planned Hours Budget 

1.1 Management 130 $6,500 

1.2 Research 150 $7,500 

1.3 CONOPS 50 $2,500 

1.4 Originating Requirements 30 $1,500 

1.5 Develop Alternatives 60 $3,000 

1.6 Simulation 330 $16,500 

1.7 Testing and Analysis 80 $4,000 

1.8 Business 60 $3,000 

1.9 Presentations 160 $8,000 
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1.10 Documentation 180 $9,000 

1.11 Competitions 70 $3,500 

 Totals:  1300 $65,000 

 

11.6 Earned Value Management 

To facilitate project control, we used Earned Value Management to track our progress 

throughout the year. From our Gantt Chart, a detailed schedule was developed with week-by-

week plans of the effort put into each task in the project. This was used both to help us decide 

what to prioritize as we worked each week, but also as the basis for our planned value throughout 

the project. This will not be reproduced here in full (it tracks our Gantt Chart), but following is a 

sample. 

Figure 11.4. Detailed Sample Project Schedule 

Microsoft Project was used to track our actual progress, utilizing the task completion options on 

the Gantt Chart along with the Work Overview dashboard. Values from Project were then put 

into an excel budgeting chart to track our EVM and SPI/CPI. 
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Figure 11.5: Earned Value Management 

As shown, we fell behind schedule relatively early, but kept a steady pace through most of the 

first semester. Winter break was worrisome, as we feel far behind our planned schedule and had 

a difficult time ramping back up in the Spring. That said, we eventually began matching our 

planned burn rate, and through efficient work slowly caught back up on earned value. Our 

project came to conclusion on time, and significantly under budget. 
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Figure 11.6: Performance Indexes for EVM 

Our performance indexes tell the same story as above. Our schedule performance was 

frightening at time, but our cost performance was enough to pull things back in line once we got 

to working at the planned rate.  
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